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ABSTRACT 
Railway ballast serves as a major structural and drainage component of railroad track, 
but is known to degrade over time. This progressive degradation increases the amount 
of finer particles within the ballast over time, called fouling material, which decreases its 
drainage capacity and strength. Railroads commonly remove the fouling material using 
ballast shoulder cleaners and undercutters, however, these are expensive operations that 
require large machines and trained personnel. If the track is allowed to degrade for too 
long, significant track geometry, drainage, and stability problems can arise, creating 
potentially very costly derailments. Nevertheless, the point at which the fouling material 
should be removed from the ballast, or cleaned, is still relatively undefined. This study 
serves to investigate the drainage component of railway ballast and provide insight into 
how its drainage capacity changes with fouling so that determining a ballast cleaning 
threshold can be further defined. Previous studies within the railway ballast and rock fill 
dam permeability areas are first reviewed and compared from which it was learned that 
the rock fill dam studies have known of non-Darcy flow in large aggregates while the 
railway ballast permeability studies have not. Constant head permeability tests were then 
conducted using the University of Illinois Constant Head Aggregate Permeameter on 
clean and fouled ballast providing results that show the flow through clean ballast can 
be on the order of fourteen times as high as that through fouled ballast and it displays a 
nonlinear discharge velocity versus hydraulic gradient relationship. As the ballast 
becomes more fouled, however, the relationship becomes linear. Finally the Fouling 
Index and Void Contaminant Index are compared with the permeability results 
demonstrating that the Void Contaminant Index is a superior parameter to describe 
ballast fouling. From these findings future study recommendations are given for 
specifically determining when to clean ballast. 
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 
The primary purposes of railway ballast are to support load from the crossties, provide 
lateral track support, and to drain water away from the track. The permeability of ballast 
is a property that, for the best interest of a railroad, needs to be large enough such that 
water is drained from the trackbed more quickly than it enters, thereby protecting the 
trackbed from instability. It is common knowledge that railway ballast degrades over 
time and smaller particles start to plug the originally open void structure, which inhibits 
drainage. Therefore, railroads routinely hire external contractors to remove these finer 
degraded particles by performing shoulder ballast cleaning and undercutting operations 
using rail-mounted machinery. 
In 2013 America’s Class I railroads spent approximately $8.9 billion (or 14% of 
their total annual spending) on maintaining their infrastructure (AAR 2013). $921 million 
of this maintenance cost (or 10.3%) was spent on services purchased from outside 
companies, such as ballast cleaning companies, to maintain the track (AAR 2013). In 
addition to this cost to the railroads, the contractors must be safety trained to work on the 
railroad, track authority and time must be given to accomplish this work, and the 
equipment and crews must be mobilized to a specific location to perform the work. 
Needless to say, initiating and carrying out the task of cleaning ballast does not come 
without a definite commitment from the railroad. Despite this devotion of resources, the 
point at which ballast should be cleaned to avoid the previously mentioned track 
problems is not well known. Most commonly, this decision to clean the ballast is made 
by reactive observations in the field where “mud spots” occur or geometry car 
measurements deviate too far beyond the accepted tolerances. 
To supplement the ballast cleaning decision maker, this study investigates how 
railroad ballast permeability changes as it breaks down, degrades, or becomes “fouled.” 
To accomplish this, previously published literature was reviewed, laboratory tests on 
railway ballast were conducted, and applications to existing technology are discussed. It 
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is the author’s hope that the contents of this study will provide useful information to 
railway track maintenance decision makers seeking to improve their track’s drainage. 
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CHAPTER 2:  LITERATURE REVIEW 
Before reviewing previous work specific to railroad applications, it is necessary to review 
the original and most well-known permeability study conducted by Henry Darcy (Darcy 
1856). Darcy’s study was the first to empirically define the saturated flow of water 
through porous media and was conducted using constant head permeability tests on 
river sand using the apparatus shown in Figure 2.1. Essentially it was a 1.1 ft (0.35 m) 
diameter, 8.2 ft (2.5 m) long vertical pipe filled with saturated sand that had water 
percolating down through it at a constant flow rate. Manometers were used to measure 
the pressure head near the top and bottom of the pipe within the sand. 
 
Figure 2.1. Henry Darcy's constant head permeameter (after Brown 2002). 
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Two variables are used to describe the flow Darcy measured. The first is called the 
discharge velocity, v: 
 
 𝑣 =
𝑄
𝐴
 (2.1) 
 
where Q is the flow rate of the water and A is the full cross sectional area of the flow. It is 
important to note that the discharge velocity (sometime referred to as flux density) is not 
the actual seepage velocity of the water passing through the pores of the sample, but is a 
macroscopic, one-dimensional, apparent velocity of the water parallel to the flow channel 
axis. The actual seepage velocity, vs, is equal to the discharge velocity divided by the 
porosity of the sand. The second flow variable is called the hydraulic gradient, i: 
 
 𝑖 =
∆ℎ
𝐿
 (2.2) 
 
where Δh is the change in total head found from the measurements taken in the 
manometers in Figure 2.1 and L is the length between the manometers. Total head is 
simply a way to measure how much energy the water has and is the sum of the pressure 
head and elevation head above an established datum. Pressure head is described simply 
as the height at which the water will rise if a hole were made in the side of the 
permeameter. For each test on the sand, Darcy set the flow rate of the water to a constant 
value and let the flow come to an equilibrium condition through the sample. He repeated 
this over different flow rates and hydraulic gradients, allowing him to plot the discharge 
velocity versus hydraulic gradient. Darcy’s results were reproduced by Brown (2002) and 
are shown in Figure 2.2. Set 1 in Figure 2.2 included tests where the downstream pressure 
was atmospheric and each series within this set was a different sand sample thickness, 
while Set 2 is data from one test where the downstream pressure was greater than 
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atmospheric (or open the air) which is 14.7 psi (101.3 kPa). The difference in slope 
between each data series shows the variability between tests. 
 
Figure 2.2. Henry Darcy's constant head saturated permeability test results for river 
sand reproduced from Brown (2002). 
What Darcy noticed was that every test yielded a velocity-gradient relationship that was 
linear and could be described by the slope of a linear trend line fit to each data set. This 
slope is known today as k (as shown in Figure 2.2), the hydraulic conductivity. The linear 
velocity-gradient relationship has come to be known as “Darcy’s Law” and can be 
applied to most soils. Darcy’s finding has been successfully derived theoretically, verified 
by other permeability studies, and adopted by many wide ranging fields. Permeability 
tests conducted specifically on railway ballast are described in the following section. 
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2.1 Railway Ballast Permeability Studies 
The first work on railway ballast permeability research known to the author appears to 
have been carried out by Dr. Ernest Selig and his students at the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst during the late 1980s and early 1990s. The work Dr. Selig and 
his students carried out was eventually compiled and published in his well-known book 
(Selig and Waters 1994). Work began when Cole (1989), a doctoral student, made a flow 
net of a railway track bed cross section and found hydraulic gradients present in the field 
to be in the range of 0.1 – 1.0. This assumed that saturated flow conditions were present 
throughout the ballast layer. A year later, Parsons (1990), another student of Selig, 
published a master’s thesis on falling head permeability tests conducted on clean and 
fouled marble/limestone ballast with maximum particle diameters of 3 in. (7.5 cm). These 
tests were conducted using a vertical 7.9 in. (20 cm) diameter vertical pipe (Figure 2.3), 
similar to Darcy except that the water level was not held constant, but instead allowed to 
fall.  
 
Figure 2.3. Falling head permeameter used by Parsons (1990) to test clean and fouled 
railway ballast. 
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Hydraulic gradients of 1.5 – 7.0 were reportedly reached and clean ballast was found to 
have hydraulic conductivity values in the range of 1 – 2 in./s (2.5 – 5.0 cm/s). 
Parsons (1990) and Selig and Waters (1994) introduced a ballast degradation 
metric based on the percentage of particles passing the Number 4 and Number 200 (4.75 
mm and 0.075 mm) sieves called the Fouling Index (FI) expressed as: 
 
 Fouling Index, 𝐹𝐼 = % Passing No. 4 Sieve +  % Passing No. 200 Sieve (2.3) 
 
Parsons (1990) wrote that “Selig observed that the shape of the portion of [the] gradation 
curves representing the fouling component could be defined by the percentages of 
particles by weight passing the 4.75 mm (No. 4) and 0.075 mm (No. 200) sieves”. This was 
how the FI was created. Many tests were conducted over various gradations and fouling 
indices with an example of some of the results shown in Figure 2.4. 
 
Figure 2.4. Results found by Parsons (1990) for ballast with Fouling Indices between 1 
and 21, reproduced by the author.  
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Figure 2.4 shows the variation of the discharge velocity with hydraulic gradient, just as 
Darcy did, for FI=1, 12, and 21 and shows that the relationship is linear meaning Darcy’s 
Law is valid for clean and fouled ballast samples. This is the conclusion that was drawn 
from the many tests conducted by Parsons (1990). 
Later, Tennakoon et al. (2012) conducted vertical constant head permeability tests 
through a 19.7 in. (50 cm) diameter cylinder on clean and degraded ballast shown in 
Figure 2.5. 
 
Figure 2.5. Constant head permeability apparatus used by Tennakoon et al. (2012) (25.4 
mm = 1 in). 
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From the provided data, it appears the tests were conducted at a hydraulic gradient of 
3.0 and the authors cited Parsons’ (1990) finding that a linear velocity-gradient 
relationship exists for railway ballast which allowed for the calculation of the slope of a 
line going from the origin to their one data point at a hydraulic gradient of 3.0. In other 
words, the discharge velocity versus hydraulic gradient relationship was not plotted at 
multiple hydraulic gradients, but only at i = 3.0. This methodology yielded hydraulic 
conductivity k values of clean ballast equal to 11.8 in./s (30 cm/s). Tennakoon et al. (2012) 
also introduced a parameter called the Void Contaminant Index (VCI) defined as: 
 
 𝑉𝐶𝐼 =
𝑉𝑓
𝑉𝑣𝑏
× 100 (2.4) 
 
expressed as a percentage where Vf is the volume of fouling material within the ballast 
voids and Vvb is the initial voids volume of the ballast when it was clean. This definition 
gives the actual percent of the initial clean ballast voids that have been fouled by finer 
particles. VCI is also defined as  
 
 𝑉𝐶𝐼 =
(1 + 𝑒𝑓)
𝑒𝑏
×
𝐺𝑠𝑏
𝐺𝑠𝑓
×
𝑀𝑓
𝑀𝑏
× 100 (2.5) 
 
Where ef, Gsf, and Mf are the void ratio, specific gravity, and total mass respectively for 
the fouling material, while ef, Gsf, and Mf are the void ratio, specific gravity, and total mass 
respectively for the clean ballast. Equation (2.5) shows that the VCI accounts for the 
different specific gravities of the fouling material and ballast depending on their source, 
however this formula was derived based on fouling material from sources exterior to the 
internal degradation of the ballast and should not be used for in the latter (Indraratna 
2017). 
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Rahman (2013) conducted vertical constant head permeability tests using a 39 in. 
x 26 in. x 22 in. (99 cm x 66 cm x 56 cm) box by piping water upward through degraded 
ballast samples at unspecified hydraulic gradients, however, it appears that tests were 
conducted at hydraulic gradients less than 1.0, of which, could not be controlled. 
Therefore multiple hydraulic gradients were not tested, similar to Tennakoon et al. (2012). 
Clean ballast was not tested, but at a percent (by mass) passing the 3/8 in. (9.5 mm)  sieve 
equal to 20%, a linear hydraulic conductivity k value was assumed to exist and was 
calculated using the following equation: 
 
 𝑘 =
𝑄𝐿
∆ℎ𝐴
 (2.6) 
 
Where Q is the flow rate, L is the sample length, Δh is the change in total head across the 
sample, and A is the cross sectional area of the sample. Hydraulic conductivities of the 
fouled ballast tests were found to be a maximum of 0.9 in./s (2.3 cm/s) for the tests 
conducted. 
Danquah et al. (2014) conducted vertical constant head permeability tests through 
a 19.7 in. (50 cm) diameter pipe on clean and degraded ballast very similar to Tennakoon 
et al. (2012), but at unspecified hydraulic gradients. A linear velocity-gradient 
relationship was assumed in this study as well and therefore the hydraulic conductivity 
of clean ballast was found to be 12.2 in./s (31 cm/s). Paiva et al. (2015) conducted vertical 
constant head permeability tests on degraded ballast using a pipe 6 in. (15.2 cm) in 
diameter at uncontrolled hydraulic gradients ranging from 0.81 – 1.34. Again, the 
velocity-gradient relationship was assumed to be linear and hydraulic conductivity k 
values were calculated using Equation (2.6). Since clean ballast was not tested, the highest 
hydraulic conductivity values found for 10% “soil contaminated” ballast by volume was 
0.010 in./s (0.025 cm/s) and from the established hydraulic conductivity versus 
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“contamination rate” relationship provided, a ballast with 0% “soil contamination” had 
a hydraulic conductivity value of 0.013 in./s  (0.032 cm/s). Su et al. (2015) conducted 
vertical constant head permeability tests through a 26.8 in. x 19.9 in. (68 cm x 50.5 cm) 
rectangular cross section tube using granite ballast at two different unspecified hydraulic 
gradients referred to as “high water head” and “low water head.” Parsons’ (1990) finding 
that the flow follows Darcy’s Law was cited. Clean ballast was not tested, but ballast 
“degraded by 10% by volume” was found to have, at most, a hydraulic conductivity of 
0.12 in./s (0.3 cm/s). 
Table 2.1 summarizes the main findings of each of the previously described studies 
on railway ballast permeability. The main finding from the literature reviewed on ballast 
permeability was that the only study to test at steadily increasing hydraulic gradients 
was Parsons (1990). Therefore, after plotting the discharge velocity versus hydraulic 
gradient, Parsons was able to see if the relationship was linear just as Henry Darcy (1856) 
did originally with sand (whether the results were correct or not). The remaining studies 
on ballast previously described, either cited Parsons (1990) for finding the discharge 
velocity versus hydraulic gradient relationship to be linear or simply assumed a linear 
relationship to exist, and thus applied Darcy’s Law to the one or very few hydraulic 
gradients at which they tested. With only one previous study to verify the work of the 
current study (Parsons 1990), more studies from areas outside of the railway industry 
were sought out. One particular area that was well suited for the comparison of the 
author’s work was that of rock fill dams. The next section summarizes the findings from 
rockfill dam permeability studies. 
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Table 2.1. Summary of ballast permeability literature review. 
Study 
Hydraulic 
Gradients 
Tested, i 
(-) 
Hydraulic 
Conductivities 
Found, k 
in./s (cm/s) 
Ballast Tested 
Parsons (1990) 1.5 - 7.0 0.02–2.0  (0.05–5) Clean and Fouled Ballast 
Tennakoon et al. (2012) 3 11.8  (30) % Passing 3/8 in. =   0% 
Rahman (2013) < 1 0.91  (≤ 2.3) % Passing 3/8 in. = 20%  
Danquah et al. (2014) Not Given 12.2  (31) % Passing 3/8 in. =   0% 
Paiva et al. (2015) 0.81 – 1.34 0.013  (0.032) “0% Soil Contamination” 
Su et al. (2015) Not Given 0.12  (0.3) “10% Fouled by Volume” 
 
2.2 Rock Fill Dam Permeability Studies 
Taylor’s (1948, 97-123) geotechnical engineering textbook states that turbulent flow 
through porous media has a discharge velocity versus hydraulic gradient relationship 
that follows a power curve and that laminar flow theoretically exists up to a grain size of 
about 0.5 mm, at which point Darcy’s Law no longer applies. From this reference it 
appears that Darcy’s Law does not apply to every type of aggregate size larger than a 
sand. Several years later Wilkins (1956) conducted constant head tests on crushed dolerite 
up to 3 in. (7.6 cm) in diameter by using a vertical 8 in. (20.3 cm) diameter pipe with 
hydraulic gradients in the range of 0.0 – 1.0. He found that the discharge velocity versus 
hydraulic gradient relationship was nonlinear (Figure 2.6) and had the form of a power 
law equation: 
 
 𝑣 = 𝐶𝑖𝑛 (2.7) 
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where v is the discharge velocity, C is an empirical constant depending on the fluid 
viscosity and the mean particle hydraulic radius defined by Taylor (1948), i is the 
hydraulic gradient, and n is an empirical exponent typically found to be 0.54. 
 
Figure 2.6. Constant head permeability test results conducted by Wilkins (1956) and 
reproduced by the author. 
Wilkins also found that particle shape and roughness did not influence the flow 
significantly. His results apparently agree with the statement by Taylor (1948). Later, 
Parkin (1963) and Parkin et al. (1966) also conducted constant head tests through a 8-in. 
(20.3 cm) vertical pipe that agreed well with Wilkins’ (1956) results and proposed a 
rendition of Equation (2.7) in the form of  
 
 𝑖 = 𝑎𝑣𝑁 (2.8) 
 
where i is the hydraulic gradient, a is an empirical coefficient, v is the discharge velocity, 
and N is equal to 1/n from Equation (2.7) but is typically 1.85 for convex particles greater 
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than 0.5 in. (1.3 cm) in diameter. Parkin et al. (1966) also stated that in free surface flows, 
the hydraulic gradient (i) cannot exceed 1.0 without destabilizing the rock fill and in rock 
fill structures the hydraulic gradient is in the range of 0.1–1.0. Dudgeon (1966) also 
conducted vertical constant head permeability tests through a vertical 22.5 in. (57.2 cm) 
diameter pipe and after plotting the discharge velocity versus hydraulic gradient 
relationship in log-log scale, found that river gravel with a maximum size of 3 in. (7.6 cm) 
had a “post-linear” regime so no hydraulic conductivity could be specified. Dudgeon 
(1967) then investigated the effect of permeameter walls on the flow measured through a 
permeameter using particle to permeameter diameter ratios of 1:5 to 1:250 for aggregate 
ranging in size from 0.1-4.4 in. (0.04–11.2 cm) median diameter and found that the 
velocity was 5–15% higher in a permeameter due to the walls compared to the flow 
through solely the aggregate. 
By 1981, non-Darcy flow through aggregates was encountered enough that 
Hannoura and Barends (1981) wrote about the state of the art, citing the many power law 
and polynomial relationships that had been proposed by various studies to describe the 
discharge velocity versus hydraulic gradient relationship. Tests continued to be 
conducted, however, including Hansen (1992) who conducted constant head 
permeability tests within a vertical column 11.2 in. (28.5 cm) in diameter on aggregate 
with particles sizes ranging from 0.5–1.5 in. (1.3–3.0 cm). He too found results nearly 
identical to Wilkins (1956) and Parkin (1963) and used a power law trendline to obtain 
average values of N in Equation (2.8) of 1.84. Most recently, Siddiqua et al. (2011) and 
Ferdos et al. (2015) also conducted tests on rockfill with diameters up to 5.9 in. (15 cm) 
and 3.9–9.4 in. (10–24 cm) sized aggregate materials, respectively, and both found 
nonlinear relationships to govern flow through both materials. Additionally, it was found 
that at hydraulic gradients of 1.0, rocks began to dislodge from the sample (Siddiqua et 
al. 2011). 
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Though the previously cited rock fill dam permeability studies are not a 
comprehensive list of all studies performed in this area, it is clear that a non-Darcy 
relationship has been found to exist for the flow of water through coarse aggregate 
materials of railway ballast size. From the past work by Parsons (1990) and others on 
railroad ballast specifically, however, it appears that railroad ballast somehow defies this 
phenomenon. This study serves, in part, to verify this relationship for the railway 
industry, but more importantly, to use the findings to provide helpful information for 
engineers and railroad supervisors deciding when to clean railway ballast. 
Table 2.2. Summary of rock fill permeability literature review. 
Study 
Rock Fill Particle 
Sizes  
in. (cm) 
v vs. i Relationship Findings 
Wilkins (1956) Max of 3  (7.6) Power curve relationship 
Parkin et al. (1966) Max of 4  (10) Power curve relationship 
Dudgeon (1966) Max of 3  (7.6) Non-linear relationship 
Hannoura & Barends (1981) - State of the Art Summary 
Hansen (1992) 0.5-1.5  (1.3-3.8) Power curve relationship 
Siddiqua et al. (2011) 2  (5.1) Non-linear relationship 
Ferdos et al. (2015) 4–10  (10-25) Non-linear relationship 
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CHAPTER 3:  LABORATORY PERMEABILITY TESTING 
To observe the saturated flow of water through ballast at different degradation levels, 
constant head permeability tests were conducted using the University of Illinois Constant 
Head Aggregate Permeameter (UICHAP). Originally built in the 1980s to test pavement 
base courses, the apparatus was refurbished by Wnek (2013) for the testing of railway 
ballast. An overview of the UICHAP is provided next as well as additional upgrades and 
verifications of the apparatus conducted in the current study. 
 
3.1 The University of Illinois Constant Head Aggregate Permeameter (UICHAP) 
The UICHAP is a constant head permeameter used to test large aggregate such as railroad 
ballast created due to the insufficiently small constant head permeameters available 
commercially as indicated in ASTM D2434 (2006) (Figure 3.1). A photo of the UICHAP is 
given in Figure 3.2, a labelled flow diagram is preneted in Figure 3.3, and a diagram with 
relevant dimensions is shown in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.1. Constant-head permeameter shown in ASTM D2434 (2006). 
 
Figure 3.2. Photo of the University of Illinois Constant Head Aggregate Permeameter 
(UICHAP). 
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Figure 3.3. Diagram of flow through the UICHAP and labelled components. 
 
Figure 3.4. UICHAP diagram with dimensions. The channel in which the ballast sample 
box rests is a 1 ft (0.3 m) square. 
The flow of water through the UICHAP begins in the upstream tower and flows 
downward until it turns 90° and proceeds horizontally through the ballast sample box. 
The piezometers located on either side of the ballast sample box (Figure 3.5) are used to 
measure the total head that exists at the entrance and exit of the ballast sample to the 
nearest millimeter. After passing through the sample, it turns 90° again in the 
downstream tower so that it flows up and over the downstream tower divider.  
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(a)                                                                            (b) 
Figure 3.5. (a) Ballast sample box as used for clean ballast tests; (b) ballast sample box as 
used for fouled ballast tests with filters sewed in place. 
The water then splashes down into a basin that directs the water horizontally through a 
v-notch weir after which it is collected in the recycling basin and pumped back to the 
upstream tower. Due to the arrangement of the UICHAP, the flow through the ballast 
sample box is horizontal and therefore when evaluating the permeability of any test 
sample it should be noted that the horizontal permeability is what is being measured. 
Water was originally recycled back to the upstream tower using only a 2 horsepower 
Jandy Pro Series VS FloproTM variable speed pump. Later, two additional pumps were 
added to the apparatus as part of the upgrades that took place for this study which are 
described further in Section 3.2.2. 
The UICHAP is comprised of two systems: the first system makes up the right half 
of Figure 3.6 (from the upstream tower to the downstream tower divider) which 
measures the difference in total head, Δh, and the second system makes up the left half 
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of Figure 3.7 (from the downstream tower divider to the recycling basin) and is used to 
measure the constant flow rate of water through the ballast sample. 
 
Figure 3.6. The right half of the UICHAP is used to measure the change in total head 
across the ballast sample. 
 
Figure 3.7. The left half of the UICHAP is used to measure the constant flow rate of 
water through the ballast sample. 
The change in total head, Δh, is calculated by subtracting the height of water within the 
downstream piezometer, h2, from the height of the water within the upstream piezometer, 
h1, or  
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 𝛥ℎ =  ℎ1  −  ℎ2 (3.1) 
 
This is used to calculate the hydraulic gradient defined in Equation (2.2) by dividing by 
the length of the ballast box sample, L. The flow rate through the ballast sample is 
measured using the v-notch weir (labelled in Figure 3.3) by monitoring the height of 
water that exists above the bottom of the v-notch weir, H (Figure 3.8).  
 
Figure 3.8. Diagram of a triangular (or v-notch) weir where H is the value measured 
during each test to determine the flow rate of water passing over the weir (ASTM D5242 
2013).  
This height is then used in the equation for flow over a v-notch weir provided in ASTM 
D5242 (2013): 
 
 𝑄 =
8
15
√2𝑔𝐶𝑒𝑡 tan (
𝜃
2
) √𝐻𝑒𝑡
5
 (3.2) 
 
Where g is the gravitational acceleration constant, Cet is an empirical discharge coefficient 
that depends on the v-notch angle and requires fully contracted flow, θ is the v-notch 
angle, and Het is the effective head. The effective head is defined as  
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 𝐻𝑒𝑡 = 𝐻 + 𝛿𝐻𝑡 (3.3) 
 
where H is the measured height of the water above the bottom of the v-notch, and δHt is 
an adjustment for the effects of surface tension and viscosity of the water given as a 
function of the v-notch angle. After inserting the appropriate values for the UICHAP, 
Equation (3.2) becomes 
 
 𝑄 =
8
15
√2 (9.81
𝑚
𝑠2
) (0.592) tan (
20°
2
) √(𝐻 − 0.0293  𝑚)
5
 (3.4) 
 
 𝑄 = 1.398 tan(10°)√(𝐻 − 0.0293  𝑚)
5           (Metric) (3.5) 
 
or 
 
 𝑄 =
8
15
√2 (32.2
𝑓𝑡
𝑠2
) (0.592) tan (
20°
2
) √(𝐻 − 0.00893 𝑓𝑡)
5
 (3.6) 
 
 𝑄 = 2.534 tan(10°)√(𝐻 − 0.00893 𝑓𝑡)
5           (English) (3.7) 
 
Where Q is in m3/s or ft3/s. Equation (3.2) is applicable when the channel leading up to 
the v-notch weir meets certain geometry requirements. The UICHAP happens to not meet 
these requirements so the accuracy of Equation (3.2) was checked as described in Section 
3.2.6and was ultimately found to calculate the flow over the UICHAP v-notch weir 
accurately. 
Usually during each test, the surface of the water flowing over the v-notch weir 
was not calm enough to measure accurately so a stilling well was used to create a calm 
water surface to measure the height of the water above the v-notch weir within the basin. 
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The stilling well is connected via a pipe to the basin immediately upstream of the v-notch 
weir (Figure 3.9(a) and (b)). Readings were taken using a digital calliper shown in Figure 
3.9(b) that is accurate to the 0.0025 mm (0.0001 in) decimal place. Given the geometry of 
the stilling well-calliper setup, the height of water above the bottom of the v-notch, H, 
was calculated with the equation 
 
 𝐻 = 𝐴 − 𝐵 (3.8) 
 
where A is the distance from the top of the stilling well to the bottom of the v-notch weir 
and B is the distance from the top of the stilling well to the water level present during a 
constant flow condition (Figure 3.9(b)). 
The A dimension was found by allowing the water level to drop in the v-notch weir basin 
to the bottom of the v-notch weir, at which point the water level remained constant as 
any flow over the weir ceased. The digital calliper was then used to record the distance 
from the top of the stilling well to the water level at a no flow condition (dimension A) 
which is 51.3 cm (20.197 in). Every subsequent test then utilized Equation (3.8) to 
determine H. 
By determining H, the flow rate, Q, could be calculated, which allowed for the 
discharge velocity to be calculated using Equation (2.1). Finally, after obtaining the 
discharge velocity and hydraulic gradient, the results of each test were plotted as 
discharge velocity (v) versus hydraulic gradient (i), the same as Henry Darcy (1856). 
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(a)                (b) 
Figure 3.9. (a) Looking upstream at v-notch weir, v-notch weir basin, and stilling well 
(clear Plexiglas cylinder); (b) Plexiglas stilling well used to take flow rate measurements 
with digital calliper. 
 
3.2 UICHAP Improvements and Verifications 
Before beginning tests on any materials, preliminary checks and verifications were 
performed on the UICHAP to ensure it was in working order and provided accurate 
results. These included increasing the hydraulic gradient capability by decreasing the 
height of the downstream tower divider, increasing the flow capacity by adding two 
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sump pumps, measuring and minimizing the leaks bypassing the sample box, installing 
“flow diffusers” in the upstream tower to dissipate added energy from the pumps to the 
water, installing piezometers to record the total head more accurately, verifying the v-
notch weir flow equation by conducting flow rate tests, and measuring the head losses 
due to components other than the ballast sample. 
 
3.2.1 Increased Hydraulic Gradient Capability 
At the time this study began, the in-place downstream tower divider had a height that 
was nearly 5 ft (1.5 m) tall. The upstream tower height is also 5 ft (1.5 m) as shown in 
Figure 3.4 meaning that only very small hydraulic gradients could be attained with the 
in-place downstream tower divider. Therefore the downstream tower divider height was 
reduced to 1 ft (0.3 m) in height as shown in Figure 3.10. After a trial run, this height was 
determined to be too short because the water was able to overtop the divider at a greater 
flow rate than the downstream outlet of the tower could accommodate, causing flow to 
“backup” within the tower. 
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Figure 3.10. Photo looking downstream within the downstream tower. The grey divider 
shown is 1 ft (0.3 m) tall in this photo however it was raised to 2 ft (0.6 m) later and kept 
at this height for all subsequent tests. 
To alleviate this problem the downstream tower divider was raised to a height of 0.6 m 
(2 ft) and sealed with silicon caulk around the edges. A trial run with the 2 ft (0.6 m) tall 
divider proved to fix the flow “backup” problem and was therefore adopted for all 
subsequent tests. This enabled the UICHAP to test at hydraulic gradients ranging from 
approximately 0.0 - 1.5. 
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3.2.2 Increased Flow Capacity 
The UICHAP was initially equipped with a 2 horsepower Jandy Pro Series VS FloproTM 
variable speed pump as introduced in Section 3.1, however, because the downstream 
divider was lowered to 2 ft (0.6 m) (described in Section 3.2.1), the water level in the 
upstream tower could not reach its maximum capable height of 5 ft (1.5 m) even at the 
pump’s maximum flow rate setting. It was therefore necessary to add more pumping 
capacity to utilize the UICHAP’s maximum hydraulic gradient capability of 1.5. This 
resulted in the addition of two 1 horsepower Wayne Sump Pumps to the Recycling Basin 
(labelled in Figure 3.3) shown in Figure 3.11. 
 
Figure 3.11. Photo of the sump pumps in the recycling basin and the variable speed 
pump behind them with their respective pipes. 
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After installing the pumps, a trial run was conducted in which clean ballast was 
compacted in the sample box. The water level was able to reach the 5 ft (1.5 m) mark in 
the upstream tower and therefore maximize the hydraulic gradient so the addition of the 
two sump pumps provided enough additional flow for fully utilizing the UICHAP. 
 
3.2.3 Installed Flow Diffusers 
After installing the additional sump pumps for added flow capacity (Section 3.2.3), trial 
runs were conducted during which the entire flow channel was completely empty or in 
other words no sample box nor aggregate were present. This allowed the author to 
examine the flow through the UICHAP at a base-case condition with as few variables 
present as possible. From the observations made during these flow tests, it was 
discovered that the water surface level in the downstream tower was actually higher than 
the water level in the upstream tower when all three pumps were functioning at full 
power. Were the flow to be completely gravity driven and going from right to left in 
Figure 3.3, one would expect the water to flow from a location of higher total head in the 
upstream tower, to a lower total head in the downstream tower. Given the observation 
that the downstream head water surface was higher than that in the upstream tower, the 
opposite conditions were occurring while flow still proceeded from the upstream tower 
to the downstream tower! This observation is further explained by Figure 3.12 where the 
head difference (defined in Equation (3.1)) is plotted versus the flow rate and a positive 
value indicates the water level in the upstream tower is higher than the water level in the 
downstream tower. Figure 3.12 shows that as the flow rate was increased, the water level 
in the downstream tower actually rose to a higher level than that in the upstream tower 
(where Δh becomes negative). 
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Figure 3.12. The head difference between UICHAP tower head readings versus flow 
rate for tests conducted with a completely empty flow channel (no sample box or 
aggregate present) (1 in = 2.54 cm and 1 m3/s = 35.3 ft3/s). 
It was concluded that the energy added to the flow by the pumps was forcing the water 
through the UICHAP with a greater velocity than it would were it solely gravity driven 
flow. This phenomenon was termed as “jetting” and was suspected to be a result of the 
upstream tower entrance pipe design which was an open pipe that emptied into the 
upstream tower (Figure 3.13(a)). To eliminate the influence of the pumps on the flow, an 
enlarged polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 6 in. (15.2 cm) diameter pipe with holes drilled in the 
sides was added to the end of the 2 in. (5 cm) pipe leading from the variable speed pump 
to the upstream tower (Figure 3.13(b)). Similar flow diffusers were added to each of the 
pipes coming from the sump pumps however these were only 1.5 in. (3.8 cm) in diameter.  
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(a)          (b) 
Figure 3.13. (a) The original upstream entrance pipe in-place at the start of the study; (b) 
The replacement “flow diffuser” added to the upstream entrance pipe to remove energy 
from the flow added by the pumps. 
Flow tests were conducted again after installing all flow diffusers, resulting in an 
elimination of the jetting that took place from the original design. The results of the 
second set of flow tests are shown in Figure 3.14 and show that the head difference is 
positive at all flow rates and is proportional to the flow rate. Figure 3.14 also shows that 
at the lowest flow rates the head difference does not change, however it should be noted 
that the head difference is so small at these flow rates that it was difficult to measure the 
change in water level due to the precision of the rulers used in each of the UICHAP 
towers. The rulers are surveying rods that have been attached to wooden boards and 
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lowered into each tower. The smallest possible measurement increment on the surveying 
rods is 0.12 in. (3 mm) so when taking measurements it was only possible to tell with 
certainty when the water level had changed by approximately half this distance (0.06 in  
or 1.5 mm). This prompted the author to install piezometers on either side of the ballast 
sample box with precision to the nearest millimeter (0.04 in or 1.0 mm) for more precise 
readings. It was also a worry that measuring the total head within the upstream and 
downstream towers did not accurately measure the total head present at the entrance and 
exit of the ballast box, further supporting the need for the installation of piezometers. 
More details on the installation of the piezometers is provided in Section 3.2.4. From 
Figure 3.14 it was determined that the flow diffusers were successfully dissipating the 
energy added to the flow by the pumps and that the flow more closely replicated that of 
gravity driven flow. 
 
Figure 3.14. The head difference between UICHAP towers versus flow rate for tests 
conducted after installation of the flow diffusers with a completely empty flow channel 
(no sample box or aggregate present) (1 in = 2.54 cm and 1 m3/s = 35.3 ft3/s). 
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3.2.4 Installed Piezometers 
At the start of this study, all head difference (Δh) measurements were taken using 
surveying rods with a precision of 0.12 in. (3 mm). The precision and location of these 
measurements proved to be inadequate for making accurate measurements of the total 
head that existed at the entrance and exit of the ballast sample box which is further 
described in Section 3.2.3. To obtain more accurate data with a precision to the nearest 1 
mm (0.04 in or 1.0 mm), piezometers were installed 7.6 cm (3 in) upstream and 
downstream of the ballast sample box. Finished installation of the piezometers is shown 
in Figure 3.15. The piezometers were located outside the boundaries of the ballast sample 
box because it was suspected that the variability of void sizes present within the ballast 
could affect the head readings during testing depending on the compaction of the ballast 
within the sample box. This meant that any additional head losses due to the sample box 
grate or filters used to retain the ballast had to be subtracted from the total head readings 
taken at the piezometers as described in detail in Section 3.2.7. The chosen location also 
eliminated any complications that could have arisen from having to punch holes in the 
neoprene seal used on the top of the sample box as a seal. 
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(a)              (b) 
Figure 3.15. (a) Photo of the finished installation of the downstream piezometer made of 
clear flexible plastic hose. The new ruler for measuring the total head to the nearest 1 
mm (0.04 in or 1.0 mm) is shown on the left strapped to the downstream tower; (b) 
Photo of finished installation of both piezometers on the UICHAP. 
It should be noted that when using the piezometers to calculate the hydraulic gradient, 
the correct value for dimension L in Equation (2.2) is the length of the ballast sample box 
or 2.0 ft (0.6 m) even though the actual distance between the piezometers is 2.5 ft (0.76 
m). This is because the hydraulic gradient across the ballast is the quantity desired, not 
the hydraulic gradient across the water in the channel and the ballast, which are what 
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exist between both piezometers. The value of 2.0 ft (0.6 m) for L is also justified because 
the head loss that occurs in the 3 in (7.6 cm) between the piezometers and each end of the 
box is negligible as determined by flow tests performed with a completely empty channel. 
During these tests at different flow rates the head difference was measured between the 
piezometers of which the results are shown in Figure 3.16.  
 
Figure 3.16. The head difference between the newly installed piezometers for tests 
conducted with an empty flow channel (no sample box or aggregate present) (1 in = 25.4 
mm and 1 m3/s = 35.3 ft3/s). 
The deviations from a head difference of zero shown in Figure 3.16 are less than or equal 
to 0.04 in. (1 mm) and are therefore within the range of measurement error and 
considered approximately zero. In addition to these flow tests, the theoretical head loss 
between the piezometers (separated by a distance of 30 in. (76.2 cm)) was calculated using 
classical fluid mechanics principles, shown in Appendix C.1, and was found to be 4.8 x 
10-4 in. (0.012 mm). This amount of head loss is calculated over the piezometer separation 
distance of 30 in. (76.2 cm), but during a test the head loss due to friction would only be 
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over 6 in. (15.2 cm) which is the sum of the distance between the upstream piezometer to 
the sample box entrance and the sample box exit to the downstream piezometer. This 
means the friction head loss would be so small that for the purposes of this study it is 
negligible. In summary, the hydraulic gradient, i, can be calculated using an L value equal 
to the ballast sample box length of 2.0 ft (0.6 m) rather than the actual distance between 
the piezometers of 30 in. (76.2 cm). 
 
3.2.5 Measured and Minimized Leaks Bypassing the Sample Box 
The fact that the ballast sample box and the enclosed channel in which it sits are both 
made of steel creates the condition where water is able to seep around the sample box. 
This required the addition of a seal to prevent water from seeping between the sample 
box and the channel walls and bypassing the ballast sample all together. After 
experimenting with several options, it became evident that a perfect seal would be 
extremely difficult to attain especially given the requirement that the ballast box needed 
to be removed after each test. Eventually it was decided that the best option was to 
prevent the majority of the flow from bypassing the sample box and to measure the 
miniscule amount of water that was bypassing the sample box to subtract off from the 
total measured flow during each test. In other words the flow used to calculate the 
discharge velocity in Equation (2.1) was calculated as  
 
 𝑄 = 𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝑄𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠 (3.9) 
 
where Q is the flow rate through the ballast sample, Qtotal is the overall flow rate measured 
using the v-notch weir, and QLeaks is the flow rate of the leaks that bypass the ballast sample 
box. QLeaks changes depending on the hydraulic gradient present so a relationship between 
QLeaks and i was required. This was done by conducting leak tests at different hydraulic 
gradients and measuring the flow rate of the water bypassing the sample box. This 
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process began by first sliding steel inserts into the entrance and exit of the sample box 
essentially blocking water from entering the sample box ends except for the water that 
was able to seep around the connection of the steel inserts with the box. To eliminate this 
seepage, Plumbset Putty was used to seal around the inserts so that no water was able to 
enter the sample box (Figure 3.17). 
 
Figure 3.17. Photo of the ballast sample box with steel inserts and Plumbset Putty 
applied and ready for leak tests. 
Next, a standard seal to be used for all tests was made around the exterior of the sample 
box that blocked the vast majority of the water from seeping between the sample box and 
the flow channel. It was found that the best option for sealing around the exterior of the 
sample box included wrapping two strips of closed cell foam around the bottom and 
sides of the sample box as shown in Figure 3.18. The sample box was then slowly lowered 
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into the UICHAP flow channel (Figure 3.18). Then a 1.25 in. (3.2 cm) thick neoprene pad 
was placed over the top of the ballast sample to prevent water from bypassing over the 
top of sample (Figure 3.20). Finally, pieces of Plumbset Putty were used to fill the void 
between the closed cell foam and the right angle corners of the flow channel (Figure 3.21 
and Figure 3.22) to prevent water from bypassing the closed cell foam in these locations. 
After completing these tasks the entire channel was then enclosed at the top by a steel 
plate that bolts to the flow channel and tightly compresses the neoprene into the top of 
the ballast sample (Figure 3.23). 
 
Figure 3.18. Photo of ballast sample box being inserted in to the UICHAP flow channel. 
Closed cell foam was inserted around the sides and bottom of the box to prevent water 
from bypassing the ballast sample. 
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Figure 3.19. Photo of completed insertion of the ballast sample box into the UICHAP 
flow channel. 
 
Figure 3.20. Photo of 3.2 cm (1.25 in) thick neoprene pad in place on top of ballast 
sample. This pad is used to create a seal on top of the ballast box and prevent water 
from bypassing the sample. 
 
Figure 3.21. Photo of the gap that forms between the closed cell foam and the right 
angle corner of the flow channel. 
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Figure 3.22. Photo of the Plumbset Putty placed in the corners of the flow channel to 
block the holes formed between the closed cell foam and the channel shown in Figure 
Figure 3.21. 
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Figure 3.23. Photo of the flow channel plate bolted down over the neoprene pad and 
piezometers attached. 
 The leak tests were then conducted by building up incremental amounts of head 
to produce the leakage flow versus hydraulic gradient relationship needed to obtain the 
correct flow rate of water passing through the ballast. The results of these tests are shown 
in Figure 3.24 which provide the equation for QLeaks versus hydraulic gradient to subtract 
off from the total flow measured at the v-notch weir during each test. Note the values on 
the vertical axis are at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the UICHAP’s 
maximum capable flow rate. 
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Figure 3.24. Leak test results providing the amount of water bypassing the ballast 
sample box at various hydraulic gradients. 
 
3.2.6 Verified V-Notch Weir Flow Equation 
The flow rate (Q) of water through the UICHAP was measured using a v-notch weir, as 
discussed in Section 3.1, and Equation (3.2) was used to calculate this value. According 
to ASTM D5242 (2013), there are several geometric requirements that must be met by the 
basin preceding the weir for this equation to be valid. The UICHAP happens to not meet 
any of these requirements so it was originally suspected that Equation (3.2) did not 
accurately calculate the flow of water passing over the UICHAP v-notch weir. To check 
if this concern was warranted, flow tests were performed that included collecting water 
that passed over the v-notch weir over a recorded time period within a 5 gal (19 L) bucket 
(Figure 3.25). 
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Figure 3.25. V-notch weir flow rates were verified by collecting water within a bucket 
over a measured time period and comparing the result with the flow rate calculated by 
Equation (3.2). 
Two readings of the water height above the bottom of the v-notch weir (H) were taken 
and averaged for each flow rate as well. After collecting the water in the bucket, the 
bucket and water were weighed and the temperature of the water was measured. Using 
these measurements, the flow rate over the v-notch weir was calculated using the 
following equation: 
 
 𝑄 =
𝑊
𝛾(𝑇)∆𝑡
 (3.10) 
 
Where W is the weight of the water collected in the bucket, γ is the density of the water 
at the recorded temperature T, and Δt is the time period over which the water was 
collected in the bucket. This process was repeated 21 times at flow rates covering the 
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entire range of the UICHAP pump capabilities. The flow rate (Q) was then calculated 
using the average measured water height above the bottom of the v-notch (H) at each of 
the trial flow rates using Equation (3.2) and compared to the measured flow rate found 
using Equation (3.10). The results of these tests and comparison calculations are shown 
in Figure 3.26 and the raw data is tabulated in Table A.5. 
 
Figure 3.26. V-notch weir flow rate measurements compared to flow rates calculated 
using Equation (3.2) (1 in = 2.54 cm; 1 m3/s = 35.3 ft3/s). 
Figure 3.26 shows very good agreement between the flow rates measured by bucket and 
those calculated using the ASTM D5242 (2013) for flow over a triangular (v-notch) weir 
(Equation (3.2)). It should be noted that at the highest weir heights, the flow rate was 
great enough to fill up the bucket within one second, making these measurements less 
accurate than those at lower weir heights which is why more scatter is present in the 
measured flow data at higher weir water heights. From Figure 3.26 it was determined 
that Equation (3.2) was appropriate to use when measuring the flow rate of water through 
the UICHAP. 
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3.2.7 Measured Component Head Losses 
The location of the newly installed piezometers (described in Section 3.2.3) allowed for 
accurate, precise measurement of the total head difference that occurred between each 
piezometer so that the hydraulic gradient could be calculated. However the location of 
the piezometers also caused the total head difference measurements to include all head 
drops between each piezometer, not just from to the ballast sample. These included a 
head drop due to the sample box entrance and exit grates, a geosynthetic filter sewn on 
to the entrance and exit grates used for retaining finer ballast particles, and the ballast 
sample itself. To account for the head drops in addition to that from the ballast, the head 
drops for each component of the system were measured separately and then subtracted 
from the total head difference measured during all subsequent tests to obtain the head 
difference solely due to the ballast sample. The following equation captures this 
correction as follows: 
 
 ∆ℎ = ∆ℎ𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − ∑ ∆ℎ𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒,𝑖 + ∆ℎ𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟,𝑖 (3.11) 
 
Where ∆ℎ𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the difference between head readings taken at each piezometer, ∆ℎ𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒,𝑖 
is the head drop due to the sample box entrance and exit grates, and ∆ℎ𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟,𝑖 is the head 
drop due to the geosynthetic filters sewn on to the entrance and exit grates for fouled 
ballast tests to retain the finer ballast particles. Equation (3.11) can also be shown 
diagrammatically using a Hydraulic Grade Line which shows the height to which the 
water rises as it travels from the flow channel through the ballast sample box (Figure 
3.27). 
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Figure 3.27. Enlarged diagram of ballast sample box within UICHAP flow channel with 
the hydraulic grade line extending from one piezometer to the other piezometer and the 
respective head drops shown that are ultimately used to calculate the hydraulic 
gradient. 
 To measure the head drops that occurred from each component, flow tests were 
conducted using the empty sample box with the standard seals applied around it (Section 
3.2.5) and only the grates on each end. These tests were then repeated with a geosynthetic 
filter sewn on to each grate as they would be during a test with fouled ballast. During 
normal tests where ballast was present, the top neoprene pad was supported by the 
ballast, however during these tests no ballast was present to support the neoprene so a 
wooden “bench” was fashioned to keep the neoprene pad on top from sagging, thus 
making a good seal over the top of the sample box (Figure 3.28).  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.28. (a) Wooden “bench” used to support the neoprene top seal during the 
component head loss tests; (b) Wooden bench inserted into ballast sample box ready for 
the neoprene pad to be placed on top. 
Although parts of the wooden bench occupied the cross sectional flow area, it was less 
than that of the grate and filter therefore the head losses due to the bench were considered 
negligible relative to the head loss from the filters. The results of the component head loss 
tests are shown in Figure 3.29 and demonstrate that the head losses that occured when 
the geosynthetic filter was in place are significantly larger than those that occur solely 
due to the box grates. In addition, Figure 3.29 shows that the losses due to friction along 
the inside of the channel are essentially zero as explained in Section 3.2.4.  Using Figure 
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3.29 and the trend lines displayed, it was possible to calculate the head loss solely due to 
the ballast using Equation (3.11). 
 
Figure 3.29. Head difference versus flow rate for each of the components that cause 
head losses other than the ballast (1 in = 2.54 cm; 1 m3/s = 35.3 ft3/s). 
 At the end of this study it was realized that the head loss of the downstream filter 
increased due to clogging of the downstream filter during a ballast permeability test 
while the upstream filter remained clean and unclogged. Therefore this increased head 
loss through the downstream filter should have been subtracted from the total head 
difference measured at the piezometers rather than just the head loss of a clean filter. As 
described in Section 3.4.2, the error associated with this miscalculation was easily 
calculated for two of the ballast tests because the head loss through the clogged filter was 
measured. Fortunately the percent error never exceeded 10% for those two tests, therefore 
the author is confident that the hydraulic gradients were calculated accurately to within 
10% of their true value.  
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3.2.8 Verified Constant Flow Condition 
When performing trial permeability tests on heavily fouled and degraded ballast it was 
noticed that when changing the hydraulic gradient to a different value, by raising or 
lowering the water level in the upstream tower, the corresponding change in water level 
in the stilling well was so small it was extremely difficult to tell when a new constant flow 
rate had been reached. A plot of the water level versus time was needed to verify that the 
water had reached a constant level. This was achieved with the help of Dr. Blake Landry 
in the Hydrosystems Group through the use of eTape (Milone 2017), essentially an 
electronic measuring tape sensor, and Matlab code that allowed for this exact plot to be 
made. An example photo of the eTape is shown in Figure 3.30, a list of required electronic 
components that were used is listed in Appendix B.1, and the MATLAB code used for 
testing is provided in Appendix B.2. 
 
Figure 3.30. Photo of an eTape sensor made by Milone Technologies (Milone 2017) to 
monitor the water level in the stilling well over time. 
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 Once the UICHAP was outfitted with the eTape, tests on fouled ballast were 
conducted using this sensor to make plots like that shown in Figure 3.31. In this 
screenshot the eTape voltage, which is directly proportional to the stilling well water 
level, is graphed with time so the reader may interpret this figure as flow rate versus time. 
Figure 3.31 shows that the stilling well water level increased to a constant value over time 
meaning the flow rate became constant. After verifying the flow rate reached a constant 
value, measurements were taken to plot the discharge velocity versus hydraulic gradient 
relationship. 
 
Figure 3.31. Screenshot of eTape voltage (an indicator of the stilling well water level) on 
the vertical axis versus time on the horizontal axis for an example test. Notice the data 
rises to a constant value indicating that a constant flow rate has been reached. 
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3.3 Materials Tested 
The permeability tests conducted in this study were performed on sand, clean ballast, 
and fouled ballast. The tests on sand were conducted to check whether the UICHAP 
provided accurate results that agreed well with what Henry Darcy found in his original 
study (Darcy 1856). After verifying the UICHAP was in working order, the tests on clean 
ballast and then fouled ballast were conducted. The test matrix for all tests conducted is 
shown in Table 3.1 where two tests were performed for each Ballast ID. It should be noted 
that all of the ballast tests listed in Table 3.1 were performed for different projects with 
ballast materials obtained from track locations throughout the United States. Therefore 
not all of the ballast samples are composed of the same material. For future studies, the 
ballast aggregate type can be kept the same throughout all tests for better consistency to 
be achieved from the test results. 
Table 3.1. Ballast sample permeability testing matrix and properties. Two tests were 
performed for each Ballast ID. 
Ballast 
ID 
Rock 
Type 
Fouling 
Index, 
FI (-) 
Gradation 
Source 
Specific Gravity 
of Solids, Gs (-) 
Dry Unit Weight 
pcf  (kN/m3) 
FI = 1.6 Basalt 1.6 Wnek (2013) 2.60 92.3  (14.5) 
FI = 3.1 Rhyolite 3.1 Wnek (2013) 2.60 83.3  (13.1) 
FI = 7.4 Mixed 7.4 
Tutumluer et al. 
(2015) 
2.55 95.5  (15.0) 
FI = 14 Basalt 14 
Tutumluer et al. 
(2015) 
2.55 107  (16.8) 
FI = 23 Mixed 23 
Tutumluer et al. 
(2016) 
2.55 111  (17.5) 
FI = 39-1 Mixed 39 
Selig & Waters 
(1994) 
2.55 115  (18.0) 
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The ballast samples were chosen for the testing matrix based on their gradation as 
described by the Fouling Index (Selig and Waters 1994). As can be seen from Table 3.1, 
the Fouling Index of each ballast sample steadily increases, representing an increase in 
finer particles, so increasing levels of degradation were investigated. The Fouling Index 
was used to identify each ballast sample because of its familiarity within the North 
American railroad industry, however in Section 4.2 the Void Contaminant Index 
developed by Tennakoon et al. (2012) is compared with the Fouling Index. The gradations 
of all tested materials are shown in Figure 3.32 and tabulated in Table A.24. The sand 
tested was available from a separate project at the lab where this study was performed 
and classified as a poorly graded sand (SP) using the Unified Soil Classification System 
(ASTM 2011). Photos of the aggregate materials tested are shown in Figure 3.33. 
 
Figure 3.32. Gradations of all materials tested in the UICHAP (1 in = 25.4 mm). 
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(a) (b) 
     
(c) (d) 
        
                      (e) (f) 
 
 (g) 
Figure 3.33. Photos of all materials tested (a) FI = 1.6; (b) FI = 3.1; (c) FI = 7.4;  
(d) FI = 14; (e) FI = 23; (f) FI = 39; (g) Poorly graded sand 
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3.4 Geosynthetic Filter Design 
The main goal for testing with the UICHAP included having the capability to test both 
clean and fouled ballast. Previously, only clean ballast had been tested using the 
apparatus which called for the addition of a mechanism to make sure finer particles were 
not lost during testing, or in other words, a filter was needed. A geosynthetic filter was 
considered due to the ease with which it could be added or removed from the ends of the 
ballast sample box. The question then arose: what type and size of filter should be used? 
This was answered by referencing Jean-Pierre (J.P.) Giroud’s “Prestigious Lecture” 
(Giroud 2010) on geotextile filter criteria which outlines the requirements for determining 
an appropriate filter to use. Giroud not only modified Karl Terzaghi’s original retention 
and permeability criteria, but added criteria for the porosity and thickness of the filter as 
well. These criteria were followed using the gradations for the materials tested and the 
filter properties. It should be noted that retention criteria demand a continuous gradation, 
rather than a gap-graded gradation. The gradation for fouled ballast is not continuous as 
seen in Figure 3.32, therefore a truncation of the gradation curve was performed. The 
sieve size at which the truncation was determined was decided by observing that fouled 
ballast was composed of a “structural skeleton” of larger particles with fouling material 
filling in the voids. Selig and Waters (1994) defined fouling materials as the particles 
passing the 3/8 in (9.5 mm) sieve. This definition agreed with where the break in the 
gradation curves shown in Figure 3.32 occurred. Therefore the geosynthetic filter 
retention criteria were based on the portion of the gradation curves passing the 3/8 in (9.5 
mm) sieve. The work for each criteria is shown in Appendix D0. The compiled 
requirements for the four criteria are summarized in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2. The results using Giroud’s (2010) filter requirements to pick an appropriate 
geosynthetic filter compared with the chosen geosynthetic filter, Carthage Mills’ FX-
80HSE non-woven filter (1 in = 25.4 mm). 
Filter Criteria Requirements FX-80HSE Filter Pass? 
Permeability ki ≥ 3.75 cm/s 0.29 cm/s No 
  k ≥ 2.5 cm/s 0.29 cm/s No 
(Retention) Opening Size          
FI = 1.6 No Filter Used Not used  
FI = 3.1 No Filter Used Not used  
FI = 7.4 OF ≤ 3.660 mm 0.18 mm Yes 
FI = 14 OF ≤ 0.280 mm 0.18 mm Yes 
FI = 23 OF ≤ 0.370 mm 0.18 mm Yes 
FI = 39 OF ≤ 0.002 mm 0.18 mm No 
Sand OF ≤ 1.050 mm 0.18 mm Yes 
Porosity n > 55 % 87 % Yes 
(Thickness) Constrictions N ≥ 25 constrictions 15 constrictions No 
 
From Table 3.2 it is clear that the FX-80HSE filter does not pass all of the Giroud (2010) 
criteria, specifically the permeability and thickness criteria, but after searching through 
several geosynthetic filter suppliers, it was found that the permeability and thickness of 
the FX-80HSE were actually the best of the filters that were available. Therefore it was 
decided that the FX-80HSE would be tested in the UICHAP to verify that it was an 
acceptable filter to use. The permeability of the filter was tested to verify its flow capacity 
and is described in Section 3.2.7. The tests used to verify the filter’s capability included 
conducting sieve tests on fouled ballast samples before and after testing to verify that 
particles were not lost during testing. Additionally, permeability tests were conducted 
on the filter after it had been clogged from a fouled ballast permeability test to check that 
the flow through the clogged filter exceeded the flow through the ballast sample. These 
verifications are described in the proceeding Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. 
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3.4.1 Checking Particle Retention 
In order to verify that the Carthage Mills FX-80HSE geosynthetic filter would retain the 
fouling material present within each ballast sample, sieve tests were conducted on 
samples before and after testing in the UICHAP to check that the gradation had not 
significantly changed. This was done for a FI = 7.4 and FI = 23 test, the results of which 
are shown in Figure 3.34 and Figure 3.35. 
Admittedly, the author overlooked post-test sieving of the FI = 39 tests to confirm 
the filter was retaining the particles for this ballast gradation. This should have been 
performed since the FI = 39 gradation did not pass the filter criteria followed in Section 
3.4. During permeability testing of all samples, however, the appearance of the water was 
observed and was found that if the water was similar in murkiness to tea, the sample was 
being retained successfully. If the murkiness of the water more closely resembled that of 
coffee, finer particles were being lost. The tests conducted in this study showed no signs 
of severe loss of particles. In addition, Figure 3.34 and Figure 3.35 have reasonably decent 
agreement between pre and post sieve gradations, further validating that the 
geosynthetic filter was preventing loss of particles from the sample. 
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Figure 3.34. Results of sieve analyses performed before and after the permeability test of 
one of the FI = 7.4 ballast samples (1 in = 25.4 mm). 
 
Figure 3.35. Results of sieve analyses performed before and after the permeability test of 
one of the FI = 23 ballast samples (1 in = 25.4 mm). 
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3.4.2 Checking the Clogged Filter Head Loss 
Table 3.2 shows that the best available filter material found did not meet the permeability 
requirements according to Giroud (2010). The filter material did, however, meet many of 
the other requirements so it was decided to go ahead and use the filter and evaluate its 
performance in case the required hydraulic conductivity value was incorrect [after all this 
value was based on only one previous study by Parsons 1990)]. At first it was thought 
that if using the geosynthetic filters restricted the flow, an incorrect measurement of the 
ballast permeability would be made. To verify that the Carthage Mills FX-80HSE 
geosynthetic filters did not restrict the flow even when they became clogged with small 
ballast particles, fouled ballast samples were tested in the UICHAP and then the ballast 
was removed by hand while leaving the clogged filters in place. Care was given to 
remove the ballast from the sample box such that the removal of particles clogging the 
downstream filter was minimized. The empty ballast box with the clogged downstream 
filter was then reinserted into the UICHAP to conduct a permeability test and check if the 
permeability of the clogged filter was greater than that of the ballast sample. This 
procedure was carried out for ballast samples with gradations matching the FI = 7.4 and 
FI = 39 curves in Figure 3.32. Photos of the downstream clogged filter from each test are 
shown in Figure 3.36.  
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 (a)                (b) 
Figure 3.36. (a) Photo of the clogged downstream filter after a permeability test was 
performed on the FI = 7.4 ballast; (b) Photo of the clogged filter after a permeability test 
was performed on the FI = 39 ballast. 
The results of the permeability tests on the clogged filters are shown in Figure 3.37 and 
Figure 3.38. These figures provide the amount of head difference that occurred for a given 
flow rate, or conversely, show the flow rate for a given head difference across the three 
tests. From these results it is apparent that although the clogged filter does restrict the 
flow at a head difference more than the clean filter, it does not restrict the flow more than 
the ballast sample. It is also clear from comparing these two figures that for a given flow, 
more head loss occurred due to the clogged filter when testing the FI = 39 ballast than the 
FI = 7 ballast meaning the filter became more clogged when testing a ballast sample that 
had more fouling material present.  
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Figure 3.37. Results of testing a FI = 7.4 ballast sample and its clogged filter compared to 
the clean filter (1 in = 2.54 cm; 1 m3/s = 35.3 ft3/s). 
 
Figure 3.38. Results of testing a FI = 39 ballast sample and its clogged filter compared to 
the clean filter (1 in = 2.54 cm; 1 m3/s = 35.3 ft3/s). 
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The data in Figure 3.37 and Figure 3.38 enabled the author to calculate the head 
difference solely due to the ballast sample (which is the desired quantity) by subtracting 
the head difference of the clogged filters trend line from the ballast and clogged filters 
trend line for each test. The resulting curves from these calculations are shown in Figure 
3.39 and Figure 3.40 over the flow range of the ballast sample. From these figures it is 
clear that the head loss due to the clogged filters makes up a very small fraction of the 
total head loss incurred across the ballast sample box and the head loss from the clean 
filters is even less. This small fraction was calculated and the percent error between the 
“Ballast & Filters” and the “Ballast Only Curve” at a given flow rate was calculated using 
the trend lines as  
 
 Percent Error = 
∆ℎ𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 − ∆ℎ𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑂𝑛𝑙𝑦
∆ℎ𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠
× 100 (3.12) 
 
and graphed with flow as shown in Figure 3.41.  
 
Figure 3.39. Head difference versus flow for the FI = 7.4 ballast and filters calculated 
using the trend lines in Figure 3.37 (1 in = 2.54 cm; 1 m3/s = 35.3 ft3/s). 
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Figure 3.40. Head difference versus flow for the FI = 39 ballast and filters calculated 
using the trend lines shown in Figure 3.38. Note: the “Clean Filters Only” curve is 
essentially on the horizontal axis (1 in = 2.54 cm; 1 m3/s = 35.3 ft3/s). 
 
Figure 3.41. Percent error between the “Ballast & Filters” curves and the “Ballast Only 
Curve” in Figure 3.39 and Figure 3.40 plotted with the flow rates over which each 
sample was tested (1 m3/s = 35.3 ft3/s). 
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Figure 3.41 shows that the head difference percent error does not exceed 10% for both the 
FI = 7.4 and FI = 39 tests which are the samples that are on each end of the FI range of the 
samples that were tested using the filters. This means that if the Ballast and Filters head 
difference curve is used to calculate the hydraulic gradient without subtracting off the 
Clogged Filters head difference curve, the hydraulic gradient error will be less than ten 
percent. Note that clogged filter tests were not conducted for every ballast permeability 
test conducted using the UICHAP. For future testing, the author recommends always 
conducting a clogged filter permeability test after each ballast permeability test so that 
the appropriate head difference can be subtracted from the Ballast & Filters head 
difference (Figure 3.39 and Figure 3.40). With clean filter head difference measurements 
available, these were subtracted from the Ballast & Filters curve for each test so the error 
of the results shown in Section 4.1.3 are in reality even slightly smaller than those shown 
in Figure 3.41. Sample calculations for determining the head difference used to calculate 
the hydraulic gradient are shown in Appendix C.2. 
 By the end of the study, it was realized that when the head loss across the clean 
and clogged filters was known, it didn’t matter which material was restricting the flow 
because the gradient across each separate material could be calculated separately and the 
flow rate was measured directly. Unfortunately, only two of the ballast’s clogged filters 
had been tested, but as mentioned, the error resulting from not including the head loss 
due to the clogged downstream filter was less than 10% for both tests. Therefore all of the 
results presented later for each ballast test are plotted using Equation (3.11) where only 
the head loss due to the clean filter is subtracted from the total head difference readings. 
The author recommends that for all future ballast permeability tests, the clogged filters 
with the box emptied of the ballast are tested again so that the correct amount of head 
loss can be measured and subtracted from the total head difference measured by the 
piezometers during the ballast test. Figure 3.42 is an example of a total head chart (or 
hydraulic grade line) at different flow rates through FI = 39 ballast.  
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Figure 3.42. The hydraulic grade line (HGL), or plot of total head, at different flow rates 
through the UICHAP flow channel, filters, and ballast sample for an FI = 39 ballast test. 
Head drops for both filters are included to scale and flow proceeds from right to left (1 
in = 2.54 cm). 
Notice that the head drop through downstream filter is larger than that from the 
upstream filter as the upstream filter remains predominantly clean even after testing 
fouled ballast. Figure 3.42 also shows that the head losses through the filters compared 
to the head loss through the ballast sample are very small which is why the error 
associated with not including the filter head losses to calculate the hydraulic gradient 
through the ballast is also small (<10%). The thickness of the filters is very small, however, 
which makes the slope of the hydraulic grade line much steeper through the filters. The 
slope of the hydraulic grade line is also the same thing as the hydraulic gradient 
(Equation (2.2)) meaning that hydraulic gradients through the geosynthetic filters are 
much higher than those that exist through the ballast at a given flow rate.  
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3.5 Testing Procedure 
The testing procedure was refined as the previously mentioned improvements were 
made to the UICHAP (Section 3.2) and eventually a standardized procedure was 
adopted. It proceeds as follows: 
 
3.5.1 Sample Preparation 
1. A 1 ft x 1 ft (0.3 m x 0.3 m) square of the Carthage Mills FX-80HSE geosynthetic 
filter is sewn on to the upstream side of the ballast sample box downstream grate. 
2. Another 1 ft x 1 ft (0.3 m x 0.3 m) square of the Carthage Mills FX-80HSE 
geosynthetic filter is sewn on to the square, removable, wire mesh insert. 
3. The wire mesh insert is inserted into the slots on the upstream side of the 
upstream grate on the ballast sample box with the filter placed in between the 
grate and the wire mesh insert. 
4. Both steel inserts are inserted into the slots on the upstream and downstream 
ends of the ballast sample box. 
5. The ballast sample box is then set aside. 
6. The oven-dried ballast to be tested is assembled in buckets. The amount 
assembled is verified to fill the volume of the UICHAP ballast sample box (2.0 ft3 
or 0.057 m3) in the compacted state beforehand. 
7. The buckets, bucket tops, and ballast are weighed all together. 
8. A thick tarp with no holes in it with dimensions of at least 6 ft x 6 ft (1.8 m x 1.8 
m) is spread on the floor. 
9. The tarp is then swept off to remove any dust. 
10. The buckets of ballast are then poured out on to the tarp, being careful not to spill 
any off the ends of the tarp. 
11. Shovels are used to mix all of the ballast on the tarp into a well-blended 
aggregate. 
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12. A photo of the well-blended ballast on the tarp is then taken. 
13. The ballast sample box is then moved next to the tarp for compaction. 
14. The mixed ballast is shoveled into the ballast sample box until a fifth of the box 
is filled. 
15. A plywood board approximately 1 ft x 1.5 ft (0.3 m x 0.45 m) is inserted into the 
box and placed flat on the top of the ballast surface at one end of the box. 
16. A vibratory roller weighing 82.4 lb (367 N) and vibrating at 190 Hz is then placed 
on top of the plywood board and vibrated until settlement of the board ceases, 
typically between 15 – 30 seconds. 
17. The vibratory roller is removed from the top of the plywood. 
18. The plywood is shifted to the opposite end of the ballast sample box to compact 
the remaining sample. 
19. The vibratory roller is then replaced on top of the plywood and steps 16-17 were 
repeated. 
20. The plywood is then removed from the top of the ballast. 
21. The top of the compacted ballast is then scarified with a large screwdriver. 
22. A photo of the scarified ballast lift within the sample box is taken. 
23. Steps 14-22 are then repeated three more times. 
24. At the finish of the fourth lift the top of the geosynthetic filter is checked for gaps 
between the filter and the sample box due to the compaction action which tends 
to pull the filter down from its original position. 
25. Even in the event that no gaps above the filter are present, plumbset putty is 
applied across the entire top of the filter to make sure no water can bypass the 
filter at the top. 
26. A photo of the finished putty installation is then taken. 
27. Steps 14-22 are then repeated a final time making sure to overfill the box with 
ballast by approximately 1 - 2 in (2.5 – 5.0 cm) before compacting. 
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28. After finishing the sample compaction the leftover ballast is collected in the 
buckets. 
29. All buckets, bucket tops, and leftover ballast are then weighed. 
30. The total mass of dried ballast compacted in the sample box is then calculated by 
subtracting the weight in step 29 from the weight in step 7. 
31. With the ballast now compacted, the ballast sample box needs to be inserted in 
the UICHAP flow channel. 
32. Both solid inserts that are slid into place in step 4 are now removed. 
33. Both lights attached to the top of the UICHAP towers are plugged in to turn them 
on and illuminate the UICHAP flow channel. 
34. Lifting bars are inserted into the upstream and downstream sample box handles 
making sure to keep the angled sections facing away from the box. 
35. The nuts and bolts on each lifting bar are then tightened with two wrenches.  
36. Two S hooks are inserted into the ends of each lifting bar making a total of four 
S hooks. 
37. Lifting straps are then attached to each S hook such that they formed an X across 
the top of the ballast sample box. 
38. An engine hoist is then rolled over to the ballast sample box. 
39. The lifting straps are placed in the hook of the engine hoist. 
40. The piston on the engine hoist is then pumped repeatedly by hand, lifting the 
ballast sample box off the ground until the bottom of the sample box is above the 
UICHAP flow channel opening. 
41. The engine hoist with the hanging sample box is then rolled over to the UICHAP 
being careful to not collide with the UICHAP. 
42. The hanging ballast sample box is positioned over the UICHAP flow channel by 
making sure the upstream end of the box is in line with the black mark made on 
the pvc overflow pipe. 
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43. A wooden wedge is inserted beneath the engine hoist wheels and used as a wheel 
chock to prevent the engine hoist from rolling. 
44. Two closed-cell foam strips are then clamped around the sides and bottom of the 
ballast sample box using four wooden strips and four C clamps as described in 
Section 3.2.5. 
45. Care is used to make sure the top of the box and the top of each foam strip are 
completely flush. 
46. Care is also used to make sure the foam strips are completely flush with their 
respective downstream or upstream end of the box. 
47. The hanging sample box is then lowered into the UICHAP flow channel by 
releasing a small amount of pressure from the engine hoist piston being careful 
to release it very slowly as it can drop very quickly. 
48. The lowering of the sample box is stopped just short of the wooden strips 
touching the rubber gasket at the top of the UICHAP flow channel. 
49. The C clamps and wooden strips are then removed from the exterior of the 
sample box.  
50. The ballast sample box is then lowered the rest of the way into the UICHAP flow 
channel until it rests on the bottom of the channel. 
51. The lifting hooks are then removed from the lifting bars. 
52. The engine hoist is then rolled away and put back in its storage location. 
53. The lifting bars are then removed from the ballast sample box handles by 
loosening the nuts on each one. 
54. Plumbset putty is then pressed into the corners of the UICHAP flow channel as 
described in Section 3.2.5. 
55. The neoprene pad is then placed on top of the sample, carefully lining up the 
upstream edge of the neoprene pad with the upstream end of the box so they are 
flush with one another. 
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56. The neoprene pad is then pressed down firmly onto the top of the ballast and 
released. 
57. If the neoprene pad is protruding above the top of the UICHAP flow channel by 
half its thickness, this is deemed desirable so that when bolting down the top 
steel plate, the neoprene pad will be compressed sufficiently to be in firm contact 
with the top of the ballast sample. 
58. If more than half of the neoprene pad thickness is protruding above the top of 
the UICHAP flow channel, the ballast particles that are protruding the highest 
are removed and the neoprene pad checked again to make sure approximately 
half of the thickness of the neoprene pad is protruding above the top of the flow 
channel. 
59. If less than half of the neoprene pad thickness is protruding above the top of the 
flow channel, more ballast particles are added to the top of the ballast sample so 
that the neoprene pad can be compressed more after bolting on the flow channel 
top plate, creating firm contact between the neoprene pad and the ballast. 
60. In steps 58 and 59, the weight of the added or removed ballast particles is always 
recorded to add or subtract to the sample weight calculated in step 30. 
61. A photo of the ballast box in the UICHAP flow channel with no neoprene pad on 
top is then taken. 
62. The water hose is then dragged over to the UICHAP and inserted in the upstream 
tower of the UICHAP. 
63. The hose is clamped to the upstream tower to assure its stability before turning 
on the water. 
64. The water is then turned on at a trickle so that the upstream tower slowly fills 
with water and begins saturating the ballast sample. 
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65. The water is left running until the upstream water surface reached the top of the 
ballast sample box, but does not overtop the sample box so that fines on the top 
of the ballast sample are not washed away, at which point it is turned off. 
66. The water is allowed to seep through the ballast sample while any major leaks 
around the ballast sample box are checked. 
67. As the downstream tower begins filling with water and the upstream tower 
water level dropps, the water is turned on and off to keep the top of the water 
surface in the upstream tower just below the top of the ballast sample box. 
68. This process is continued until the downstream tower water level surface reaches 
the top of the ballast sample box as well. 
69. At this point the water should have completely penetrated the ballast sample, 
however air bubbles may rise to the surface of the ballast sample meaning it is 
not completely saturated yet. 
70. All air bubbles will cease to rise to the surface of the ballast sample; one can 
accelerate the process by tapping the sides of the UICHAP flow channel with a 
rubber mallet. 
71. About 30 – 90 minutes of wait time is often necessary for the bubbles to stop. 
72. During the saturation process, the water hose is dragged over to the water 
recycling basin. 
73. The hose is clamped to the recycling basin. 
74. The water is turned on to full flow capacity to fill up the recycling basin with 
water. 
75. Once the recycling basin is filled with water, the water hose is turned off. 
76. A photo is taken of the saturated sample at this time. 
77. Once the bubbles stop, the neoprene pad is then replaced on top of the ballast 
sample box within the UICHAP flow channel. 
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78. The top plate used to seal the UICHAP flow channel is then placed on top of the 
ballast sample, making sure to line up the bolt holes. 
79. Bolts with washers are then inserted by hand through all of the bolt holes to help 
align the plate. 
80. The tightening of the bolts is initially started by hand to make sure the bolts are 
correctly lined up with the threads in the bolt holes. 
81. Usually it is required that bolt tightening begin at one end of the plate and 
proceed to the other side due to the tilting of the plate that can occur since it is 
resting on the top of the neoprene pad. 
82. After initially tightening by hand, a socket wrench is used to tighten the bolts 
further, again working from one end of the plate to the other. 
83. Another round of bolt tightening using the socket wrench is needed due to the 
loosening of the bolts on the initial end of the plate as bolts on the other end are 
tightened. 
84. After completing all bolt tightening, both piezometers are attached to the quick-
connect adapters on top of the steel plate. 
85. The variable speed pump is then plugged into the wall to turn it on. 
86. Using the controller for the variable speed pump, the pump is turned on to its 
lowest setting of 600 RPMs. 
87. The variable speed pump then begins priming. 
88. After priming is complete, the pump begins running at 600 rotations per minute 
(RPM) bringing water from the recycling basin to the upstream tower. 
89. The 600 RPM usually creates just a trickle so this setting is increased steadily until 
1,100 RPM is reached and a stream of water begins entering the upstream tower 
through the flow diffuser discussed in Section 3.2.3. 
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90. As the water level in the upstream tower rises, so does the water level in the 
downstream tower until it overtops the 2 ft (0.6 m) divider in the downstream 
tower, filling the v-notch weir basin. 
91. The water level in the recycling basin is also monitored to ensure that the water 
level never drops below the intake pipe for the variable speed pump. 
92. After all parts of the UICHAP have been filled with water, the variable speed 
pump RPM setting is increased steadily until the water level in the upstream 
tower reaches 5 ft (1.5 m). 
93. It is ensured that the variable speed pump speed is set to the minimum RPM 
setting necessary to reach the overflow divider in the upstream tower. 
94. If the variable speed pump RPM setting reaches its maximum of 3,450 RPM then 
one of the sump pumps in the recycling basin is then plugged in to help pump 
more water to the upstream tower. 
95. If the water level in the upstream tower still does not reach the 5 ft (1.5 m) mark, 
the second sump pump in the recycling basin is plugged in. 
96. With all of the pumps running, it is imperative to not let the water level in the 
recycling basin drop lower than the tops of the sump pumps so that they will not 
turn off due to their floating sensors that turn the sump pumps on. 
97. If the water level in the recycling basin does drop too low, the hose is used to add 
more water. 
98. After reaching the 5 ft (1.5 m) mark in the upstream tower using the minimum 
pumping power, all settings are held constant and the flow rate allowed to 
equilibrate throughout the UICHAP. 
99. During this time of equilibration, the eTape sensor is inserted in the stilling well. 
100. The eTape sensor is prevented from rocking by using a C-clamp which is lightly 
tightened around the head of the eTape sensor. 
101. The ethernet cable wires are plugged into the appropriate ports on the eTape. 
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102. The electrical project box is then plugged into a laptop using the Universal Serial 
Bus (USB) cable. 
103. The Arduino IDE software installed on the laptop should be initiated.  
104. When the Arduino software window appears the “Tools” menu is selected. 
105. In the drop down menu that appears after clicking on “Tools” it is noted which 
“COM” the eTape is transmitting through. 
106. Usually this is COM4 or COM5. 
107. The Arduino software is then closed and the MATLAB eTape Looped Sampling 
code (Appendix B.2) is opened. 
108. Before running the MATLAB code, it is ensured that the COM referenced in line 
9 of the Looped Sampling code is the same as that noted as running in the 
Arduino software in step 105. 
109. If the COM referenced in the MATLAB code does not match that being used by 
the Arduino software, it is edited so that they match. 
110. Now the Looped Sampling code is run and the live graph of the eTape measured 
voltage versus the last 1,000 samples plot appears on the screen. 
111. The graph at this point has reached a constant value as the flow rate in the 
UICHAP has also reached a constant value. 
112. At this point, water level measurements are ready to be taken so a notebook is 
used to record the date, run number, RPM setting, upstream water level in the 
tower, upstream water level in the piezometer, downstream water level in the 
piezometer, downstream water level in the tower, the stilling well height, the 
number of sump pumps in use, and the temperature of the water as shown in the 
tables in Appendix A.4. 
113. An Excel spreadsheet template is also opened with the same entries as those 
listed in step 112, which is used to graph the results as the test is conducted. 
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114. Two readings are then taken for every entry listed in step 112 because the water 
level at each location usually oscillates between 0 – 0.08 in. (0 – 2 mm) in the 
towers and piezometers and by 0 – 0.2 in. (0 – 5.0 mm) in the stilling well. 
115. These high and low readings are then averaged in the calculations as shown in 
Appendix C.2 and Appendix C.3. 
116. When taking water level readings in the stilling well, a digital caliper that is 
precise to the fourth decimal in inches is used. 
117. Before taking readings in the stilling well, the eTape first has to be removed. 
118. The digital caliper is then inserted through the top of the stilling well and 
extended down until the tip of the caliper first contacts the water level surface. 
119. The eTape is then replaced in the stilling well after the readings are taken using 
the digital caliper. 
120. After all readings have been taken for a given flow rate, the variable speed pump 
RPM setting is decreased until the water level in the upstream tower decreases 
from the 5.0 ft (1.5 m) mark to the 4.5 ft (1.4 m) mark. 
121. The flow rate equilibrates to a lower value and is verified that it has reached a 
constant value by monitoring the live MATLAB plot provided by the eTape 
sensor. 
122. After verification that a constant flow rate has been reached, steps 112 - 121 are 
repeated at upstream tower water levels of 4.0 ft (1.2 m), 3.5 ft (1.1 m), 3.0 ft (0.91 
m), 2.5 ft (0.76 m), and 2.25 ft (0.69 m). 
123. A photo of the water clarity in the stilling well is taken to document if any fines 
have been washed out of the sample.  
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3.5.2 Cleaning Up After Testing 
124. After completing all required readings, all pumps are turned off which allows 
the water to reach a hydrostatic condition at a level of 2 ft (0.61 m) in the upstream 
and downstream towers. 
125. All electronic equipment is packed up. 
126. The digital caliper is replaced in its storage box. 
127. The drain valve for the recycling basin is opened to empty all of the water from 
it. 
128. A mobile sump pump is inserted in to the downstream tower. 
129. The mobile sump pump is then plugged in to begin removing the water from the 
UICHAP flow channel. 
130. After the water level in the UICHAP flow channel drops below the 1 ft (0.3 m) 
mark, the piezometers are removed from the quick-connect adapters. 
131. Once most of the water is removed from the flow channel, the mobile sump 
pump is removed from the downstream tower and placed in the recycling basin 
to speed the draining process. 
132. The bolts in the flow channel top plate are then loosened and removed. 
133. The top plate is removed from the top of the flow channel. 
134. A photo is taken of the top of the neoprene pad to document how dry it is and if 
it appears that water has flowed over the top of it. 
135. The neoprene pad is then removed from the top of the ballast box sample. 
136. It is visually verified that the plumbset putty and closed cell foam inserts are still 
in place and haven’t moved. 
137. A photo is taken of the exposed surface of the ballast sample to document if any 
particles have shifted or have been washed away. 
138. It is also noted if the floor of the flow channel has any particles deposited on it 
and how much. 
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139. The ballast sample box lifting bars are then inserted in to the handles of the ballast 
sample box. 
140. The bolts in the lifting bars are tightened to secure the lifting bars in place. 
141. The S hooks and lifting straps are attached to the lifting bars in an X formation. 
142. The engine hoist is rolled over to the UICHAP and its hook is aligned over the 
ballast sample box. 
143. A wheel chock is used to prevent the engine hoist from rolling any further. 
144. The lifting straps are hung over the engine hoist’s hook. 
145. The piston of the engine hoist is then pumped repeatedly to slowly lift the ballast 
box sample out of the UICHAP flow channel. 
146. After completely lifting the ballast sample box out of the flow channel, the closed 
cell foam inserts are removed and set aside. 
147. The lifted ballast sample box is then rolled over to an aggregate oven and lowered 
inside to dry for 48 hours. 
148. The mobile sump pump is removed from the recycling basin upon completely 
draining it. 
149. A vacuum is used to remove any excess water from the UICHAP flow channel, 
v-notch weir basin, and the recycling basin. 
150. All photos are uploaded to a computer for future reference. 
151. The floor is swept and sprayed with water to clean away any dust that has 
accumulated from the testing process. 
 
3.5.3 Removing the Ballast Sample from the Ballast Sample Box 
152. After 48 hours of drying, the ballast sample box is removed from the oven using 
the engine hoist, S hooks, lifting straps, and lifting bars. 
153. It is set on the ground next to a thick tarp at least 6 ft x 6 ft (1.8 m x 1.8 m). 
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154. The one hook from the upstream end of the box and one hook from the 
downstream end of the box are removed; both hooks are on the side closest to 
the tarp. 
155. The remaining two hooks are then removed from the lifting bars and inserted 
into their respective sample box handle closest to the engine hoist side of the box. 
156. The piston on the engine hoist are repeatedly pumped to start raising the engine 
hoist hook which in turn began tipping the ballast sample box toward the tarp. 
157. After reaching a maximum height with the engine hoist hook, pressure is very 
slowly released from the engine hoist piston to allow the ballast sample box to 
tip the rest of the way over on to its side, dumping the ballast on to the tarp. 
158. A photo is taken of the top of the filter where plumbset putty is applied before 
the test, to document whether the putty has come loose from the filter or if a gap 
has formed between the putty and the top of the sample box. 
159. The rest of the ballast sample is then scraped out of the ballast sample box on to 
the tarp using a shovel, gardening hoe, and screwdriver. 
160. Special care is given to make sure as much of the ballast fines are removed from 
the ballast sample box as possible. 
161. The ballast sample is replaced in to buckets using a shovel. 
162. The ballast sample box is then sprayed with a hose to wash out any remaining 
dust. 
163. The geosynthetic filters are then sprayed with water to remove any dust that has 
become lodged in the filter so that the filter is no longer clogged. 
164. The cleaned ballast sample box is then tilted up on one end to let any moisture 
drain off of it and is left to dry overnight. 
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CHAPTER 4:  TEST RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
4.1 Permeability Test Results 
4.1.1 Calibration Sand Test Results 
As explained in Section 3.3, sand was first tested to evaluate whether or not the UICHAP 
provided reasonable results. One test was performed on sand of which the results are 
plotted with Henry Darcy’s (1856) original data in Figure 4.1. 
 
Figure 4.1. Permeability test results for sand tested in UICHAP and Henry Darcy’s 
(1856) original data. 
The results of this sand test confirmed that the UICHAP provided reasonable results 
because the test data exhibited a linear trend with a slope of 0.04 cm/s and aligned very 
nicely with Darcy’s (1856) data. 
 
4.1.2 Clean Filters Test Results 
The permeability of the clean filter was also tested as an additional check to compare with 
the data provided by Carthage Mills for the FX-80HSE geosynthetic filter. The results of 
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this test and data points calculated using the provided filter data are shown in Figure 4.2. 
Note that the hydraulic gradients shown are for those over which Carthage Mills 
provided data as it was tested using ASTM D4491 (2017). The UICHAP provided the 
capability to test the material at hydraulic gradients of up to 112.  
 
Figure 4.2. Comparison of the UICHAP permeability test results with those provided in 
the Carthage Mills Datasheet.  
 Again, decent agreement was found by comparing the results provided by the 
UICHAP with the data points calculated by using the provided permittivity and filter 
thickness provided by Carthage Mills. Between hydraulic gradients of 20 – 25 it appears 
as though the flow may enter a nonlinear regime however it was not possible to compare 
the provided data with the UICHAP  data above the shown hydraulic gradients because 
ASTM D4491 only tests the filter up to a hydraulic gradients of approximately 22. It 
should also be noted that the points making up the “FX-8HSE Specs” data are calculated, 
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not actual test data provided by Carthage Mils. These results provided further confidence 
that the UICHAP provided reasonable permeability results.  
 
4.1.3 Ballast Test Results 
Figure 4.3 shows the results of all the permeability tests performed on ballast and sand 
using the UICHAP. Due to the large drop in discharge velocities from clean to fouled 
ballast, Figure 4.4 zooms in on the lower velocity group so the reader can compare those 
tests more easily. As a reminder, all results plotted in this section are calculated by 
subtracting off the head loss due to the clean filters, but not the clogged filter so the 
hydraulic gradient values are within 10% of their true value. 
 
Figure 4.3. Results from all ballast permeability tests performed using the UICHAP. 
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Figure 4.4. Results of permeability tests at lower discharge velocities and with filters. 
It is clear from Figure 4.4 that the shape of the data beginning with the cleaner ballast 
samples (FI = 1.6 and FI = 3.1) is not linear, or in other words, Darcy’s Law does not apply, 
as was previously found by Parsons (1990) and adopted by Selig and Waters (1994). As a 
reminder, the tests on these samples did not use the filter, while all of the other tests did. 
Therefore most, if not all, of the fouling material was washed out of the samples during 
the test (of which there was little to begin with). This condition is representative of clean 
or newly installed ballast resting on the top, shoulders, or slopes of the trackbed where 
no movement restriction of the fouling material is present. Instead, any fouling material 
that is present may be washed out of the ballast or pushed down to the nearest 
constriction in its flow path. The remaining samples that were conducted with the 
geosynthetic filter in place (FI=7.4 – FI=39) represent used ballast within the trackbed 
where the fouling material movement is retained by the subballast, subgrade soil, and/or 
the surrounding ballast particles. It is clear that the transition from clean, open, uniform 
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ballast to ballast where the fouling material is restricted, undergoes a significant 
reduction in discharge velocity. The decrease in velocities from the FI = 1.6 ballast to the 
FI = 7.4 ballast, range from 92% at a gradient of 0.85 to 93% at a gradient of 0.05. However, 
the decrease in velocity from FI=7.4 to FI=39-1 is only 85% (at a gradient of 1), which 
indicates that the greatest loss in permeability occurs earlier in the degradation process. 
This could be due to the high amount of particle segregation present in lightly degraded 
ballast which has a structural skeleton made of large particles intermingled with a very 
small portion of fine particles that are not stable during saturated flow. This instability of 
the small particles causes them to be pushed by the water to the nearest constriction 
which then continues to build up more fine particles as this process continues and 
therefore restricts flow even though the large voids created by the largest particles are 
not completely filled with smaller particles.  
The most degraded samples had their large voids completely filled with small 
particles creating a stable structural skeleton including both large and small particles 
preventing the small particles from moving and causing the discharge velocities to 
approach those of the sand. As indicated in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 the general trend 
shows that as the ballast samples become more fouled, the shape of the curves become 
more linear until it essentially has very similar flow characteristics to sand. This could be 
due to the larger voids in the clean ballast which caused the flow to approach transitional 
or turbulent conditions which exhibit higher resisting forces at higher velocities and as 
the fouling material content increased, the fouling material within the voids of the clean 
ballast was pushed to the nearest constriction and built up more material on itself causing 
the flow to approach a laminar regime similar to that of the sand. 
 Table 4.1 tabulates the trend lines for each ballast test assuming they follow a 
power law relationship while Table 4.2 shows what the trend line parameters would be 
assuming the ballast follows Darcy’s Law (a linear trend line). Notice the coefficient of 
determination values when assuming a power law relationship are nearly equal to 1 for 
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all tests while when assuming a linear relationship, the coefficient of determination drops 
to a lowest value of 0.31, indicating the power law relationship describes flow through 
ballast far more closely than a linear relationship. 
Table 4.1. Power law trend line parameters for each ballast permeability test shown in 
Figure 4.3. 
Ballast ID 
v=Cin  
Coefficient, 
C 
v=Cin  
Exponent, 
n 
Coefficient of 
Determination, 
R2 
Discharge 
Velocity at  
i = 1 
  in./s (cm/s)     in./s (cm/s) 
FI = 1.6-1 6.2  (15.86) 0.51 0.999 6.2  (15.86) 
FI = 1.6-2 6.6  (16.74) 0.54 0.999 6.6  (16.74) 
FI = 3.1-1 5.15  (13.13)   0.55 0.999 5.15  (13.13)   
FI = 3.1-2 5.19  (13.17)  0.54 0.999 5.19  (13.17)  
FI = 7.4-1 0.47  (1.20) 0.52 0.999 0.47  (1.20) 
FI = 7.4-2 0.34  (0.86)  0.66 0.998 0.34  (0.86)  
FI = 14-1 0.11  (0.28)  0.52 0.998 0.11  (0.28)  
FI = 14-2 0.12  (0.31)  0.59 0.999 0.12  (0.31)  
FI = 23-1 0.039  (0.10)   0.68 0.996 0.039  (0.10)   
FI = 23-2 0.081  (0.21)  0.48 0.990 0.081  (0.21)  
FI = 39-1 0.070  (0.18)  0.84 0.985 0.070  (0.18)  
FI = 39-2 0.037  (0.094)   0.54 0.979 0.037  (0.094)   
Sand 0.017  (0.042) 1.00 0.983 0.017  (0.042) 
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Table 4.2. Linear trend line parameters for each ballast permeability test shown in 
Figure 4.3 (assuming Darcy’s Law applies). 
Ballast 
ID 
Hydraulic 
Conductivity 
Value, k 
Coefficient of 
Determination, 
R2 
Discharge 
Velocity at  
i = 1 
  in./s (cm/s) - in./s (cm/s) 
FI = 1.6-1 (8.3)  20.6 0.310 (8.3)  20.6 
FI = 1.6-2 (8.3)  21.0 0.721 (8.3)  21.0 
FI = 3.1-1 (5.3)  13.5 0.668 (5.3)  13.5 
FI = 3.1-2 (5.4)  13.7 0.740 (5.4)  13.7 
FI = 7.4-1 (0.45)  1.15 0.610 (0.45)  1.15 
FI = 7.4-2 (0.33)  0.84 0.891 (0.33)  0.84 
FI = 14-1 (0.11)  0.27 0.766 (0.11)  0.27 
FI = 14-2 (0.13)  0.32 0.734 (0.13)  0.32 
FI = 23-1 (0.040)  0.10 0.888 (0.040)  0.10 
FI = 23-2 (0.083)  0.21 0.385 (0.083)  0.21 
FI = 39-1 (0.072)  0.18 0.983 (0.072)  0.18 
FI = 39-2 (0.040)  0.10 0.844 (0.040)  0.10 
Sand (0.017)  0.042 0.983 (0.017)  0.042 
 
A case could be made that the velocity-gradient relationship for ballast with the highest 
degradation can be approximated by a hydraulic conductivity value (or in other words a 
linear best fit line). If this approximation was made, the accuracy of this method would 
decrease quickly with less degraded ballast as shown in Table 4.2 where the coefficient 
of determination starts at 0.983 for sand and then drops to 0.888 for the FI = 23-1 ballast. 
The use of a hydraulic conductivity value for clean ballast is by far the least accurate. For 
instance, the percent error for calculating the velocity at a gradient of 1 using a hydraulic 
conductivity value instead of a power curve is 32%. Therefore it is recommended that the 
power curve values shown in Table 4.1 be used when calculating the flow through ballast. 
The exponent n values from Equation (2.7) and shown in Table 4.1 for clean ballast also 
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agree with the previously discussed studies performed on rock fill dam aggregate where 
n was generally found to be 0.54.  
Although the drop from clean ballast to fouled ballast discharge velocities appears 
significant in Figure 4.3, it may still be tolerable in the field depending on the needs of 
the railroad. To put these curves in perspective, the author measured household flow 
rates that readers should be familiar with including a bathtub, kitchen sink, bathroom 
sink, and coffee filter and converted them to velocity values assuming flow through a one 
foot square. The bathtub, kitchen sink, bathroom sink, and coffee filter at maximum flow 
yielded velocities of 0.4 cm/s, 0.09 cm/s, 0.08 cm/s, and 0.04 cm/s respectively. Therefore, 
the ballast sample FI = 14-2 at a gradient of 1 and an area of one square foot had a velocity 
of 0.28 cm/s, less than the average flow of a household bathtub at its maximum flow rate. 
This amount of flow may be tolerable in low priority track segments such as yards, and 
industrial spurs. 
Based on Dudgeon’s (1967) finding that the presence of permeameter walls 
increases discharge velocities by 5–15% over the discharge velocity of the water flowing 
solely the ballast, it is acceptable to decrease the results in Figure 4.3 by this amount as 
they do not account for this phenomenon. 
The findings of these permeability tests are not readily implementable to railroad 
track engineers or geotechnical engineers due to the difficulty of knowing what flow or 
degradation levels exist in a given section of track by observation. There is an emerging 
technology, however, that can look at a track cross section, identify ballast particles and 
finer or degraded particle zones, and determine how degraded the in-service ballast may 
be (Tutumluer et al. 2016). Figure 4.5 shows such an application of the currently 
developed image analysis technology which designates a “percent degraded segments” 
value for field ballast images, similar to the Fouling Index. This parameter can then be 
correlated with velocity-gradient trend line parameters provided in Table 4.1 to predict 
the drainage capacity of the ballast. After establishing an internal database of images on 
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which these correlations could be calibrated, this technique could potentially be 
implemented into a phone app where a track inspector could simply take a picture of the 
ballast and determine whether it should be cleaned or not. 
 
Figure 4.5. Example of How Ballast Imaging Technology Would Recognize Ballast 
Particles Within Progressively Degraded Ballast (Tutumluer et al. 2016). 
Another option may be to pair the imaging results with Ground Penetrating Radar 
or other related technologies for determining the drainage conditions of the ballast in the 
field. Correlating these images to the ballast’s permeability at given gradations could be 
useful to railroads for determining when to preventatively clean ballast, rather than 
cleaning the ballast when it is already obviously causing drainage, track geometry, and 
stability problems. The railroad would just need to determine a threshold at which the 
drainage would no longer be acceptable based on Figure 4.3, and then use images of 
ballast in this condition to calibrate the imaging technology to identify ballast in the field 
that is deteriorated to this condition. A preferred threshold could be established similarly 
to the analysis done by Casagrande and Shannon (1952) and Heyns (2000) where a 
preferred drainage time is specified by a railroad. Future research will be needed to study 
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the phreatic surface of the water within a track roadbed as it drains. Some factors to 
consider when deciding on a ballast cleaning threshold include: 
 Rainfall intensities in the region or throughout a railroad division. By knowing 
what intensity rainfall exists, the capacity of the track ballast to accommodate these 
flows can be calculated similar to the way provided in Huang (2004). Note that the 
vertical section of an in-service ballast may be represented by more than one FI 
value, resulting in different flow regimes during a rainstorm. 
 The presence of an adjacent stream or culvert that could potentially create 
conditions where water flows through the track ballast. If these exist then this flow 
should be accounted for when calculating if the ballast can accommodate this flow. 
 Track class, i.e. main line, yard ladder track, branch line, class 5, etc. The necessity 
for having well-draining track on a main line is much greater than in yard tracks 
and so forth. 
 Traffic volume that passes over the track. Knowing this can provide a relative idea 
of how fast the ballast will break down compared to other tracks with fewer 
tonnage passing over them. 
 The household flow rates provided in the previous section can be used to keep 
ballast flow rates in perspective at high degradation amounts. 
 
4.2 Void Contaminant Index Comparison 
Throughout this study it was observed that although the fouling index correlated 
with how degraded the ballast was, it did not provide much in the way of an actual 
physical meaning, nor did it take into account most of the ballast gradation and therefore 
did not describe the ballast as usefully as it could. The parameter introduced by 
Tennakkoon et al. (2012) called the Void Contaminant Index, does a much better job of 
this as it literally provides the percentage of the clean ballast voids that have been filled 
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by fouling material (minus 3/8 in. or 9.5 mm diameter particles). As introduced earlier in 
Equation (2.5), VCI can also be defined as 
 
 𝑉𝐶𝐼 =  
(1 + 𝑒𝑓)
𝑒𝑏
×
𝐺𝑠𝑏
𝐺𝑠𝑓
×
𝑀𝑓
𝑀𝑏
× 100 (2.5) 
 
where 𝑒𝑏 is the void ratio of the clean ballast, 𝑒𝑓 is the void ratio of the fouling material, 
𝐺𝑠𝑏 is the specific gravity of the clean ballast material, 𝐺𝑠𝑓 is the specific gravity of the 
fouling material, 𝑀𝑓 is the dry mass of the fouling material, and 𝑀𝑏 is the dry mass of the 
clean ballast. Finding all of the variables in this equation would be fairly unusual at a 
railroad or in the field, however for research projects or studies such as this one, most of 
these values were already known. Tennakoon et al. (2012) also provide two more 
equations to help calculate VCI: 
 
 𝑒𝑏 = (
𝐺𝑠𝑏𝜌𝑤
𝜌𝑏
) − 1 (4.1) 
 
 𝑒𝑓 = (𝑒𝑏
𝑀𝑏
𝑀𝑓
𝐺𝑠𝑓
𝐺𝑠𝑏
) − 1 (4.2) 
 
If Equations (4.1) and (4.2) are plugged in to Equation (2.5), however, all terms cancel out. 
After consulting with Professor Indraratna (Indraratna 2017) it was found that the VCI 
was derived and is used for fouling materials from exterior sources like clay subgrade or 
coal dust, not self-degradation of the ballast particles themselves. Therefore the author 
returned to using Equation (2.4) by calculating the volume of the fouling material and 
volume of the clean ballast voids directly using the following equations: 
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 𝑉𝑣𝑏 = 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝑉𝑏 (4.3) 
 
 𝑉𝑏 =
𝑀𝑏
𝐺𝑠𝑏𝜌𝑤
 (4.4) 
 
 𝑉𝑓 =
𝑀𝑓
𝐺𝑠𝑓𝜌𝑤
 (4.5) 
 
where 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the volume of the ballast sample box (2 ft3 or 0.06 m3). Inserting Equations 
(4.3)-(4.5) into Equation (2.5) the following expression is found for VCI: 
 
 
𝑉𝑓
𝑉𝑣𝑏
=
𝑀𝑓
𝐺𝑠𝑓𝜌𝑤
𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 −
𝑀𝑏
𝐺𝑠𝑏𝜌𝑤
× 100 (4.6) 
 
In this case, since the ballast was assumed to be internally degrading or “self-fouling”, 
the specific gravities of the solids for the clean and fouled materials are the same. This 
calculation was then carried out for each ballast sample as the author thought that it 
would be useful to see how well the VCI described the permeability results for this study 
and calculated them for each ballast gradation (sample calculations shown in Appendix 
C.4). Table 4.3 shows the calculated FI and VCI values while Figure 4.6 shows the results 
of the VCI calculations for each ballast sample gradation compared to the FI (see Table 
4.3, Figure 4.6, and Figure 4.7). 
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Table 4.3. FI and VCI values calculated for each ballast sample gradation. 
Ballast ID FI (-) VCI (%) 
FI = 1.6 1.6 1.3 
FI = 3.1 3.1 2.6 
FI = 7.4 7.4 11.9 
FI = 14 14.0 25.0 
FI = 23 23.0 36.8 
FI = 39 39.0 46.0 
 
 
Figure 4.6. Comparison of the Void Contaminant Index (VCI) and Fouling Index (FI) 
versus the percent fouling (minus 3/8 in. or 9.5 mm particles) for each ballast sample 
gradation tested. 
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Figure 4.7. Comparison of the Void Contaminant Index (VCI) and Fouling Index (FI) for 
each ballast sample gradation tested. 
Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 show that for the lower FI ballast samples (FI=1.6 and FI= 3.1), 
the VCI and FI values do not differ more than 20%, however the remaining ballast 
samples VCI and FI values differ by a maximum of 80%.  When evaluating Figure 4.6 and 
Figure 4.7 and comparing them to the permeability results, it should be kept in mind that 
no geosynthetic filter was used for the FI=1.6 and FI=3.1 ballast so all of the fouling 
material was washed out which is representative of clean or newly installed ballast 
resting on the top, shoulders, or slopes of the trackbed where no movement restriction of 
the fouling material is present. Figure 4.4 shows the ballast tests that were conducted with 
a filter and therefore the fouling material was retained as representative used ballast 
within the trackbed where the fouling material movement is retained by the subballast, 
subgrade soil, and/or the surrounding ballast particles. Therefore Figure 4.4 is best for 
comparing the permeability results with the FI and VCI values. For viewing ease, Figure 
4.4 has been replotted with both FI and VCI numbers displayed in Figure 4.8. Now that 
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the percent of the clean ballast voids filled with fouling material is known (or VCI), it can 
be seen that when this percentage changes from 5% to 25% the discharge velocity is 
reduced by 75% at a hydraulic gradient of 1. In addition, once approximately 25% of the 
clean ballast voids are filled with fouling material, the ballast drainage capacity appears 
to drop less significantly (30%) and varies between that of a sand and the VCI = 25% 
ballast. In this way it is shown that by using VCI, the physical meaning of the fouling 
occurring in the ballast can be understood, while the FI is simply a number that may 
correlate to the amount of fouling material but does not provide values that are as 
physically descriptive as the VCI. The drawback to the VCI is that it is not easily 
determined in the field by railroad personnel, however for research studies such as this, 
it is a relatively simple value to obtain using sieve analysis and specific gravity tests. 
 
Figure 4.8. Results of permeability tests at lower discharge velocities with Void 
Contaminant Index (VCI) and Fouling Index (FI) values for comparison. 
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CHAPTER 5:  SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
After performing a review of previous literature on the flow of water through railway 
ballast and rock fill dam aggregates, the following findings were made: 
 Of the studies on railway ballast permeability reviewed, only one study (Parsons 
1990) plotted the discharge velocity and hydraulic gradient relationship. From 
these plots Parsons (1990) proposed that Darcy’s Law (1856) applies to railroad 
ballast, or in other words, the relationship is linear and applies to fully saturated, 
laminar flow conditions. Studies on railway ballast permeability performed since 
then have either cited this finding or assumed the relationship to be linear without 
verifying this phenomenon. 
 Cole (1989) found, using a flow net of a railroad trackbed, that field hydraulic 
gradients for saturated flow in railway ballast are in the range of 0.0-1.0. 
 From the literature on rock fill dam aggregate permeability reviewed in this study, 
it is clear that the existence of a nonlinear discharge velocity versus hydraulic 
gradient relationship (power curve or polynomial) for railway ballast sized 
aggregate has been known, at the latest, since 1956 (Wilkins 1956). 
 Multiple rock fill dam studies (Wilkins (1956) and Parkin et al. (1966)) also state 
that hydraulic gradients in the field range between 0.0-1.0. 
 The literature review conducted suggests that the studies performed in the area of 
railway ballast permeability did not consult other areas such as rock fill dams to 
verify its results, nor have the original findings by Parsons (1990) (that Darcy’s law 
applies) been verified. 
After conducting constant head permeability tests on clean and fouled railway ballast 
samples using the University of Illinois Constant Head Aggregate Permeameter 
(UICHAP), the following findings were made: 
 The constant head permeability tests performed on clean and degraded ballast in 
this study showed that clean ballast yielded a power curve trend line for the 
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discharge velocity versus hydraulic gradient relationship. These tests were 
performed without a filter and therefore represent the condition of clean or newly 
installed ballast resting on the top, shoulders, or slopes of the trackbed where no 
movement restriction of the fouling material is present. 
 As the ballast became progressively degraded, the discharge velocity versus 
hydraulic gradient relationship approached that of sand’s linear trend line as 
observed by Darcy (1856). These tests were performed with a filter and therefore 
represent degraded ballast within the trackbed where the fouling material 
movement is retained by the subballast, subgrade soil, and/or the surrounding 
ballast particles. 
 Using a hydraulic conductivity value for clean ballast incorrectly calculates the 
flow through the ballast by as much as 32%. 
 For fouled ballast tests when the hydraulic gradient was at or above 1.2, the 
discharge velocity increased discontinuously suggesting that the critical gradient 
had been reached and some internal piping of the fouling material was occurring. 
 Using the results of the tests performed in this study and pairing them with new 
ballast imaging technology (Tutumluer et al. 2016) or other techniques like Ground 
Penetrating Radar (GPR), railroads will have better tools at their disposal to decide 
when to clean their ballast. This capability could potentially lead to providing 
continuous logs of ballast cleanliness along an entire network if ballast was 
scanned in an automated fashion. The development of a phone application could 
also enable track inspectors to take pictures of ballast and determine its drainage 
capability. 
Comparison of Fouling Index (FI) and Void Contaminant Index (VCI) values with the 
permeability tests conducted produced the following findings: 
 FI and VCI values differed by a maximum of 20% for low percent fouling ballast 
samples (FI=1.6 and FI=3.1) and but by as much as 80% for the remaining ballast 
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samples with a higher percent fouling. Therefore it appears that VCI and FI agree 
more closely at low fouling amounts than at higher fouling amounts. 
 When considering the tests performed to represent fouled ballast constrained 
within the trackbed (FI=7.4/VCI=5.2% to FI=39/VCI=46%), there was a large 
decrease (75%) in discharge velocity between a VCI of 5.2% and 25% suggesting 
that when the voids of clean ballast are 25% filled by fouling material the drainage 
capacity suffers greatly compared to when they are only filled by 5.2% fouling 
material. 
 VCI was found to provide a better measure of describing the physical meaning of 
fouling the ballast compared to the FI. 
 
5.1 Recommendations for Future Work 
The author recommends that more tests be performed using the UICHAP on different 
ballast gradations to provide ranges of discharge velocity versus hydraulic gradient 
curves. Any future tests to be performed on ballast, however, should use the same ballast 
type for all tests to remove variable effects of particle shape, flow path tortuosity, or other 
factors controlling flow patterns and characteristics. In addition, the author recommends 
modifying the attachment of the filter to the ballast sample box so that it is not dependent 
on the person conducting the test and is operator independent. 
 Now that the saturated flow capacity through clean and fouled ballast is known, 
it should be investigated how often this condition occurs in the field. For instance, by 
using rainfall data from across North America, it could be calculated whether the flow 
into the ballast from rainfall can exceed the flow out of the ballast as restricted by the 
ballasts layer’s flow capacity. The author suspects that this condition could be a relatively 
rare occurrence and therefore that unsaturated flow may dominate at most track sites. If 
this is true then maybe unsaturated flow testing could be performed on ballast samples 
so that the more common field flow condition is better studied. In addition, it would also 
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be interesting to conduct a study that monitors the phreatic surface of the water within a 
track bed to develop drainage parameters that determine how long it will take for the 
track bed to drain after prescribed rain events such as the way Casagrande and Shannon 
(1952) did for airport base courses. 
 Finally, in conjunction with work underway at the Transportation Technology 
Center, Inc. (TTCI) on the ballast “Rainy Section”, further saturated permeability tests 
could be conducted at steadily increasing fouling percentages with no geotextile filter to 
see when the ballast gradation reaches a “self-containing” condition. In other words, this 
condition would be when the ballast is able to retain the majority of its fouling material 
without the assistance of surrounding restrictions. This would provide a defining 
threshold at which the ballast would need to be cleaned.  
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APPENDIX 
 EXPERIMENTAL RAW DATA 
A.1 Flow Diffuser Tests 
Table A.1. Open channel test data from test performed on 1/25/16 before piezometers and flow diffusers were installed. 
Sump 
Pumps 
Used 
Pump 
Speed  
Upstream 
Tower 
Reading, 
H1 
Upstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, 
h1 
Downstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h2 
Downstream 
Tower 
Reading, H2 
Stilling 
Well 
Height, B 
Water 
Temperature 
Piezometer  
Head 
Difference, 
Δh 
Flow, Q 
- RPM ft cm cm ft in °F in ft3/s 
2 3,450  2.31 8.9 9.0 2.30 8.2525 64 -0.039 0.46 
    2.33 9.3 9.4 2.31 8.0710       
1 3,450  2.26 7.4 7.5 2.26 9.3995 64 -0.020 0.35 
    2.28 7.8 7.8 2.26 9.3295       
0 3,450  2.21 5.9 5.9 2.21 10.8140 64 0.020 0.25 
    2.23 6.2 6.1 2.21 10.7030       
0 2,500  2.18 4.8 4.8 2.18 12.0270 64 0.000 0.18 
    2.18 4.9 4.9 2.18 11.9650       
0 1,550  2.13 3.4 3.4 2.13 13.5955 65 0.000 0.11 
    2.13 3.5 3.5 2.13 13.5815       
0 1,000  2.09 2.4 2.4 2.10 15.1850 65 0.000 0.05 
    2.09 2.4 2.4 2.10 15.1850       
0  OFF  2.02 0.0 0.0 2.02 20.1970 65 0.000 0.00 
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Table A.2. Open channel test data from test performed on 3/30/16 after flow diffusers were installed. 
Sump 
Pumps 
Used 
Pump 
Speed  
Upstream 
Tower 
Reading, 
H1 
Downstream 
Tower 
Reading, H2 
Stilling 
Well 
Height, B 
Water 
Temperature 
Tower  
Head 
Difference, 
Δh 
Flow, Q 
- RPM ft ft in °F in ft3/s 
2     3,450  2.27 2.30 8.3995 62 -0.420 0.43 
    2.26 2.30 8.5505       
0     3,450  2.22 2.21 10.5960 62 0.240 0.26 
    2.24 2.21 10.6880       
0     2,500  2.19 2.17 11.8440 62 0.240 0.18 
    2.19 2.17 11.9510       
0     1,550  2.13 2.13 13.5335 62 0.042 0.11 
    2.13 2.13 13.5150       
0         600  2.06 2.06 16.9810 62 -0.036 0.02 
    2.06 2.06 16.9795       
0  OFF  2.02 2.02 20.1970 62 0.000 0.00 
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A.2 Leak Tests 
Table A.3. Leak test data from test performed on 5/19/17. 
Sump 
Pumps 
Used 
Pump 
Speed  
Upstream 
Tower 
Reading, H1 
Upstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h1 
Downstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h2 
Downstream 
Tower 
Reading, H2 
Stilling 
Well 
Height, B 
Water 
Temperature 
Hydraulic 
Gradient, i 
Flow, 
Q 
- RPM ft cm cm ft in °F - ft3/s 
0        900  4.95 89.4 0.8 2.04 18.8900 61 1.43 0.0021 
    4.95 89.4 0.8 2.05 18.8900       
0        800  4.00 60.2 0.8 2.04 19.0630 61 0.96 0.0015 
    4.00 60.2 0.8 2.04 19.0630       
0        700  3.13 34.0 0.7 2.04 19.2555 61 0.54 0.0010 
    3.13 34.1 0.7 2.04 19.2555       
0        600  2.38 11.0 0.6 2.04 19.4960 61 0.17 0.0005 
    2.38 11.0 0.6 2.04 19.4960       
0  OFF  2.02 0.0 0.0 2.02 20.1970 61 0.00 0.0000 
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A.3 V-Notch Weir Flow Rate Tests 
Table A.4. V-notch weir properties for calculating flow. 
Weir Notch Angle, θ (°): 20 
Discharge Coefficient, Cet (-): 0.5921173 
Weir Adjustment Factor, δHT (ft): 0.0089335 
Stilling Well Top Above Weir Notch, A (in): 20.1970 
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Table A.5. Measured and calculated data for the v-notch weir flow rate tests. 
Trial 
Water 
Temp., T 
(°F) 
Water Unit 
Weight, γ 
(lb/ft3) 
Stilling Well 
Measurement, 
B (in) 
Weir 
Height 
(in) 
Average 
Weir 
Height, H 
(in) 
Water 
Weight, 
W (lb) 
Time, 
Δt (s) 
Measured 
Flow 
Rate, Q 
(ft3/s) 
Calculated 
Flow Rate, 
Q (ft3/s) 
1 61 62.34 19.6600 0.54 0.54 0.16 10.30 0.00026 0.00030 
      19.6605 0.54           
2 61 62.34 18.3135 1.88 1.88 3.25 10.46 0.00499 0.00501 
      18.3120 1.89           
3 61 62.34 17.8345 2.36 2.36 5.32 10.16 0.00840 0.00858 
      17.8360 2.36           
4 61 62.34 17.5130 2.68 2.68 7.37 10.36 0.01141 0.01164 
      17.5175 2.68           
5 61 62.34 17.2400 2.96 2.95 9.24 10.33 0.01435 0.01468 
      17.2465 2.95           
6 61 62.34 17.0230 3.17 3.18 10.92 10.15 0.01726 0.01749 
      17.0195 3.18           
7 61 62.34 16.8155 3.38 3.38 12.20 10.01 0.01954 0.02041 
      16.8095 3.39           
8 61 62.34 16.6100 3.59 3.58 14.22 9.91 0.02302 0.02344 
      16.6175 3.58           
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Table A.5. Continued. 
Trial 
Water 
Temp., T 
(°F) 
Water Unit 
Weight, γ 
(lb/ft3) 
Stilling Well 
Measurement, 
B (in) 
Weir 
Height 
(in) 
Average 
Weir 
Height, H 
(in) 
Water 
Weight, 
W (lb) 
Time, 
Δt (s) 
Measured 
Flow 
Rate, Q 
(ft3/s) 
Calculated 
Flow Rate, 
Q (ft3/s) 
9 61 62.34 16.4270 3.77 3.77 16.85 10.41 0.02596 0.02648 
      16.4315 3.77           
10 61 62.34 16.2325 3.96 3.96 19.15 10.38 0.02959 0.02995 
      16.2345 3.96           
11 61 62.34 11.5290 8.67 8.68 24.72 2.01 0.19724 0.20509 
      11.5035 8.69           
12 60 62.35 8.7805 11.42 11.38 22.21 1.00 0.35619 0.40035 
      8.8600 11.34           
13 60 62.35 10.0845 10.11 10.15 21.76 1.13 0.30892 0.30199 
      10.0055 10.19           
14 60 62.35 11.9870 8.21 8.24 24.71 2.39 0.16580 0.18053 
      11.9195 8.28           
15 60 62.35 14.9195 5.28 5.28 23.89 6.41 0.05977 0.06027 
      14.9195 5.28           
16 60 62.35 14.0820 6.12 6.10 23.10 4.10 0.09038 0.08605 
      14.1085 6.09           
17 61 62.34 12.6360 7.56 7.54 24.95 2.78 0.14394 0.14507 
      12.6695 7.53           
18 61 62.34 12.9640 7.23 7.25 18.51 2.33 0.12743 0.13163 
      12.9250 7.27           
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Table A.5. Cont. 
Trial 
Water 
Temp., T 
(°F) 
Water Unit 
Weight, γ 
(lb/ft3) 
Stilling Well 
Measurement, 
B (in) 
Weir 
Height 
(in) 
Average 
Weir 
Height, H 
(in) 
Water 
Weight, 
W (lb) 
Time, 
Δt (s) 
Measured 
Flow 
Rate, Q 
(ft3/s) 
Calculated 
Flow Rate, 
Q (ft3/s) 
19 61 62.34 13.2865 6.91 6.92 24.21 3.51 0.11065 0.11720 
      13.2705 6.93           
20 61 62.34 13.7525 6.44 6.43 24.00 4.05 0.09504 0.09778 
      13.7870 6.41           
21 61 62.34 14.4760 5.72 5.73 25.77 5.76 0.07177 0.07378 
      14.4560 5.74           
22 61 62.34 15.2020 5.00 5.00 33.45 10.61 0.05057 0.05268 
      15.2020 5.00           
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A.4 Component Head Loss Tests 
Table A.6. Open channel head loss data from test performed on 3/30/16. 
Sump 
Pumps 
Used 
Pump 
Speed  
Upstream 
Tower 
Reading, H1 
Upstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h1 
Downstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h2 
Downstream 
Tower 
Reading, H2 
Stilling 
Well 
Height, B 
Water 
Temperature 
Piezometer  
Head 
Difference, 
Δh 
Flow, 
Q 
- RPM ft cm cm ft in °F in ft3/s 
2     3,450  2.31 8.9 9.0 2.30 8.2525 64 -0.039 0.46 
    2.33 9.3 9.4 2.31 8.0710       
1     3,450  2.26 7.4 7.5 2.26 9.3995 64 -0.020 0.35 
    2.28 7.8 7.8 2.26 9.3295       
0     3,450  2.21 5.9 5.9 2.21 10.8140 64 0.020 0.25 
    2.23 6.2 6.1 2.21 10.7030       
0     2,500  2.18 4.8 4.8 2.18 12.0270 64 0.000 0.18 
    2.18 4.9 4.9 2.18 11.9650       
0     1,550  2.13 3.4 3.4 2.13 13.5955 65 0.000 0.11 
    2.13 3.5 3.5 2.13 13.5815       
0     1,000  2.09 2.4 2.4 2.10 15.1850 65 0.000 0.05 
    2.09 2.4 2.4 2.10 15.1850       
0  OFF  2.02 0.0 0.0 2.02 20.1970 65 0.000 0.00 
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Table A.7. Empty box head loss data from test performed on 4/1/16. 
Sump 
Pumps 
Used 
Pump Speed  
Upstream 
Tower 
Reading, 
H1 
Upstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h1 
Downstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h2 
Downstream 
Tower 
Reading, H2 
Stilling 
Well 
Height, 
B 
Water 
Temperature 
Piezometer  
Head 
Difference, 
Δh 
Flow, 
Q 
- RPM ft cm cm ft in °F in ft3/s 
2                 3,450  2.39 11.0 9.0 2.31 8.1520 64 0.075 0.46 
    2.40 11.8 9.2 2.31 8.2215       
1                 3,450  2.31 8.8 7.6 2.26 9.2595 64 0.043 0.36 
    2.32 9.2 7.8 2.26 9.3370       
0                 3,450  2.24 6.7 6.0 2.22 10.6880 64 0.025 0.25 
    2.25 6.9 6.1 2.22 10.7545       
0                 2,500  2.19 5.2 4.9 2.18 11.9370 64 0.011 0.18 
    2.19 5.3 4.9 2.18 11.9635       
0                 1,550  2.14 3.6 3.4 2.13 13.5560 64 0.007 0.10 
    2.14 3.6 3.4 2.13 13.6000       
0                 1,000  2.09 2.4 2.4 2.09 15.1685 64 0.002 0.05 
    2.09 2.4 2.4 2.09 15.1685       
0  OFF  2.02 0.0 0.0 2.02 20.1970 64 0.000 0.00 
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Table A.8. Empty box with clean filters head loss data from test performed on 4/22/16. 
Sump 
Pumps 
Used 
Pump 
Speed  
Upstream 
Tower 
Reading, H1 
Upstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h1 
Downstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h2 
Downstream 
Tower 
Reading, H2 
Stilling 
Well 
Height, B 
Water 
Temperature 
Piezometer  
Head 
Difference, 
Δh 
Flow, 
Q 
- RPM ft cm cm ft in °F in ft3/s 
2     3,450  3.91 57.1 8.8 2.30 8.2195 60 1.590 0.45 
    3.91 57.7 9.1 2.31 8.3255       
1     3,450  3.39 41.3 7.5 2.26 9.2970 60 1.107 0.35 
    3.39 41.3 7.6 2.26 9.4755       
0     3,450  2.90 26.9 6.0 2.22 10.7445 60 0.691 0.25 
    2.91 27.2 6.0 2.22 10.7625       
0     2,080  2.49 14.4 4.2 2.16 12.5160 60 0.338 0.15 
    2.49 14.6 4.2 2.16 12.6130       
0  OFF  2.02 0.0 0.0 2.02 20.1970 60 0.000 0.00 
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A.5 Ballast and Sand Permeability Tests 
Table A.9. FI = 1.6-1 data from test performed on 5/25/16. 
Sump 
Pumps 
Used 
Pump 
Speed  
Upstream 
Tower 
Reading, H1 
Upstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h1 
Downstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h2 
Downstream 
Tower 
Reading, H2 
Stilling 
Well 
Height, B 
Water 
Temperature 
Hydraulic 
Gradient, i 
Discharge 
Velocity, v 
- RPM ft cm cm ft in °F - cm/s 
2   3,450  4.08 62.4 8.8 2.30 8.3050 67 0.85 14.4 
    4.08 63.0 9.1 2.31 8.3495       
1   3,450  3.38 41.6 7.5 2.26 9.3545 67 0.53 11.5 
    3.38 41.0 7.7 2.26 9.4025       
1   3,000  3.18 35.1 7.0 2.25 9.6980 67 0.44 10.6 
    3.18 35.4 7.2 2.25 9.7500       
0   3,450  2.80 23.8 6.1 2.22 10.6835 67 0.28 8.3 
    2.80 23.5 6.0 2.21 10.7425       
0   3,000  2.64 18.8 5.6 2.20 11.2860 67 0.21 7.1 
    2.64 19.0 5.5 2.20 11.2585       
0   2,500  2.49 14.2 4.9 2.19 11.9445 67 0.15 5.8 
    2.49 14.0 4.8 2.18 11.9830       
0  OFF  2.02 0.0 0.0 2.02 20.1970 50 0.00 0.0 
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Table A.10. FI = 1.6-2 data from test performed on 1/24/17. 
Sump 
Pumps 
Used 
Pump 
Speed  
Upstream 
Tower 
Reading, H1 
Upstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h1 
Downstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h2 
Downstream 
Tower 
Reading, H2 
Stilling 
Well 
Height, B 
Water 
Temperature 
Hydraulic 
Gradient, i 
Discharge 
Velocity, v 
- RPM ft cm cm ft in °F - cm/s 
2   3,450  4.02 60.5 9.1 2.23 8.2200 50 0.81 14.7 
    4.02 61.0 9.5 2.23 8.2770       
1   3,450  3.34 40.0 7.8 2.26 9.3095 50 0.51 11.6 
    3.35 40.1 7.9 2.26 9.3285       
0   3,450  2.77 23.1 6.2 2.22 10.6930 50 0.26 8.3 
    2.77 23.1 6.3 2.22 10.7165       
0   2,520  2.48 14.1 5.0 2.19 11.9470 50 0.14 5.9 
    2.48 14.0 5.1 2.19 11.9705       
0   1,820  2.30 8.8 4.2 2.14 13.0595 50 0.07 4.1 
    2.30 8.7 4.1 2.14 13.0260       
0   1,000  2.14 3.8 2.6 2.10 14.8965 50 0.02 2.0 
    2.14 3.9 2.6 2.10 14.8965       
0  OFF  2.02 0.0 0.0 2.02 20.1970 50 0.00 0.0 
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Table A.11. FI = 3.1-1 data from test performed on 5/26/16. 
Sump 
Pumps 
Used 
Pump 
Speed  
Upstream 
Tower 
Reading, H1 
Upstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h1 
Downstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h2 
Downstream 
Tower 
Reading, H2 
Stilling 
Well 
Height, B 
Water 
Temperature 
Hydraulic 
Gradient, i 
Discharge 
Velocity, v 
- RPM ft cm cm ft in °F - cm/s 
2   3,450  4.81 85.2 8.7 2.30 8.3445 67 1.22 14.5 
    4.81 84.7 8.5 2.30 8.2705       
2   2,800  4.33 70.4 8.1 2.28 8.8360 67 0.99 13.1 
    4.33 70.1 7.9 2.28 8.7680       
1   2,800  3.47 44.1 6.8 2.24 9.9360 67 0.59 10.0 
    3.46 43.9 6.6 2.24 9.9920       
0   3,200  2.96 28.4 5.7 2.20 10.9515 67 0.36 7.7 
    2.96 28.2 5.6 2.20 11.0115       
0   2,400  2.59 17.4 4.2 2.17 12.0925 67 0.21 5.6 
    2.59 17.3 4.1 2.17 12.1400       
0   1,700  2.34 9.9 3.0 2.14 13.2660 67 0.11 3.9 
    2.35 9.8 3.1 2.14 13.2155       
0  OFF  2.02 0.0 0.0 2.02 20.1970 50 0.00 0.0 
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Table A.12. FI = 3.1-2 data from test performed on 1/26/17. 
Sump 
Pumps 
Used 
Pump 
Speed  
Upstream 
Tower 
Reading, H1 
Upstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h1 
Downstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h2 
Downstream 
Tower 
Reading, H2 
Stilling 
Well 
Height, B 
Water 
Temperature 
Hydraulic 
Gradient, i 
Discharge 
Velocity, v 
- RPM ft cm cm ft in °F - cm/s 
2   3,450  4.80 84.3 8.8 2.29 8.2690 50 1.20 14.5 
    4.80 84.7 9.4 2.30 8.3250       
1   3,450  3.89 56.3 7.6 2.26 9.3320 50 0.78 11.5 
    3.89 56.5 7.9 2.26 9.3890       
0   3,450  3.08 32.1 6.3 2.22 10.6785 50 0.41 8.3 
    3.08 32.1 6.2 2.22 10.7350       
0   2,140  2.49 14.6 4.5 2.16 12.5000 50 0.16 5.0 
    2.49 14.6 4.5 2.16 12.5000       
0   1,320  2.23 6.8 3.2 2.12 14.0775 50 0.06 2.8 
    2.23 6.8 3.2 2.12 14.0775       
0  OFF  2.02 0.0 0.0 2.02 20.1970 50 0.00 0.0 
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Table A.13. FI = 7.4-1 data from test performed on 5/21/16. 
Sump 
Pumps 
Used 
Pump 
Speed  
Upstream 
Tower 
Reading, H1 
Upstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h1 
Downstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h2 
Downstream 
Tower 
Reading, H2 
Stilling 
Well 
Height, B 
Water 
Temperature 
Hydraulic 
Gradient, i 
Discharge 
Velocity, v 
- RPM ft cm cm ft in °F - cm/s 
0   1,200  5.00 90.9 2.7 2.09 15.4530 63 1.41 1.44 
    5.00 90.9 2.4 2.09 15.4530       
0   1,050  4.51 76.3 2.4 2.08 15.6390 63 1.17 1.31 
    4.51 76.2 2.1 2.08 15.6390       
0      950  3.89 57.3 2.2 2.08 15.9465 63 0.87 1.11 
    3.89 57.2 1.9 2.08 15.9465       
0      860  3.41 42.4 1.9 2.07 16.2385 63 0.64 0.94 
    3.41 42.3 1.8 2.07 16.2385       
0      750  2.86 25.6 1.6 2.07 16.6555 63 0.37 0.72 
    2.86 25.6 1.5 2.07 16.6555       
0      650  2.43 12.5 1.3 2.06 17.2030 63 0.17 0.48 
    2.43 12.5 1.2 2.06 17.2030       
0  OFF  2.02 0.0 0.0 2.02 20.1970 63 0.00 0.00 
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Table A.14. FI = 7.4-2 data from test performed on 1/27/17. 
Sump 
Pumps 
Used 
Pump 
Speed  
Upstream 
Tower 
Reading, H1 
Upstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h1 
Downstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h2 
Downstream 
Tower 
Reading, H2 
Stilling 
Well 
Height, B 
Water 
Temperature 
Hydraulic 
Gradient, i 
Discharge 
Velocity, v 
- RPM ft cm cm ft in °F - cm/s 
0   1,160  5.01 91.0 2.0 2.08 15.8795 49 1.43 1.13 
    5.01 91.0 2.0 2.08 15.8795       
0   1,020  4.65 80.2 1.9 2.08 16.1010 49 1.25 0.99 
    4.65 80.2 1.9 2.08 16.1010       
0   1,020  4.53 76.5 1.9 2.08 16.2445 49 1.20 0.91 
    4.53 76.5 1.9 2.08 16.2445       
0      930  4.04 61.6 1.8 2.07 16.3995 49 0.96 0.83 
    4.04 61.6 1.8 2.07 16.3995       
0      850  3.53 46.0 1.6 2.07 16.7100 49 0.71 0.68 
    3.53 46.0 1.6 2.07 16.7100       
0      760  2.97 29.6 1.5 2.06 17.1185 49 0.45 0.50 
    2.97 29.6 1.5 2.06 17.1185       
0      670  2.48 14.0 1.2 2.06 17.7140 49 0.20 0.30 
    2.48 14.0 1.2 2.06 17.7140       
0  OFF  2.02 0.0 0.0 2.02 20.1970 49 0.00 0.00 
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Table A.15. FI = 14-1 data from test performed on 6/10/16.  
Sump 
Pumps 
Used 
Pump 
Speed  
Upstream 
Tower 
Reading, H1 
Upstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h1 
Downstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h2 
Downstream 
Tower 
Reading, H2 
Stilling 
Well 
Height, B 
Water 
Temperature 
Hydraulic 
Gradient, i 
Discharge 
Velocity, v 
- RPM ft cm cm ft in °F - cm/s 
0      960  4.96 90.0 1.2 2.06 17.3800 72 1.45 0.35 
    4.97 90.0 1.2 2.06 17.4000       
0      920  4.57 77.9 1.1 2.05 17.5065 72 1.25 0.32 
    4.57 78.0 1.1 2.05 17.5065       
0      850  3.96 59.1 1.1 2.05 17.7055 72 0.94 0.27 
    3.96 59.2 1.1 2.05 17.7055       
0      770  3.28 38.7 0.9 2.04 17.9555 72 0.61 0.21 
    3.28 38.8 1.0 2.05 17.9805       
0      700  2.75 22.5 0.8 2.04 18.2445 72 0.35 0.16 
    2.75 22.5 0.9 2.05 18.2445       
0      620  2.29 6.3 0.7 2.04 18.7565 72 0.09 0.08 
    2.19 6.3 0.7 2.04 18.7565       
0  OFF  2.02 0.0 0.0 2.02 20.1970 72 0.00 0.00 
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Table A.16. FI = 14-2 data from test performed on 2/1/17. 
Sump 
Pumps 
Used 
Pump 
Speed  
Upstream 
Tower 
Reading, H1 
Upstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h1 
Downstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h2 
Downstream 
Tower 
Reading, H2 
Stilling 
Well 
Height, B 
Water 
Temperature 
Hydraulic 
Gradient, i 
Discharge 
Velocity, v 
- RPM ft cm cm ft in °F - cm/s 
0     1,010  5.01 91.1 1.3 2.06 17.1860 50 1.46 0.43 
    5.01 91.1 1.3 2.06 17.1860       
0        870  4.49 75.2 1.3 2.05 17.4230 50 1.20 0.35 
    4.49 75.2 1.2 2.05 17.4230       
0        820  4.08 62.5 1.3 2.05 17.5555 50 1.00 0.32 
    4.08 62.5 1.2 2.05 17.5555       
0        740  3.47 44.3 1.1 2.05 17.8035 50 0.70 0.25 
    3.47 44.3 1.1 2.05 17.8035       
0        670  2.97 29.3 1.0 2.05 18.0565 50 0.46 0.20 
    2.97 29.3 1.1 2.05 18.0565       
0        600  2.54 16.1 1.0 2.05 18.3840 50 0.24 0.14 
    2.54 16.1 1.0 2.05 18.3840       
0  OFF  2.02 0.0 0.0 2.02 20.1970 50 0.00 0.00 
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Table A.17. FI = 23-1 data from test performed on 7/7/16. 
Sump 
Pumps 
Used 
Pump 
Speed  
Upstream 
Tower 
Reading, H1 
Upstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h1 
Downstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h2 
Downstream 
Tower 
Reading, H2 
Stilling 
Well 
Height, B 
Water 
Temperature 
Hydraulic 
Gradient, i 
Discharge 
Velocity, v 
- RPM ft cm cm ft in °F - cm/s 
0      960  4.96 89.6 0.9 2.05 18.1130 75 1.45 0.14 
    4.95 89.6 0.9 2.05 18.1130       
0      920  4.55 77.3 0.8 2.05 18.2280 75 1.25 0.12 
    4.55 77.4 0.8 2.05 18.2280       
0      870  4.11 63.8 0.8 2.05 18.3355 75 1.03 0.11 
    4.11 63.8 0.8 2.05 18.3355       
0      800  3.39 41.9 0.7 2.05 18.5970 75 0.67 0.08 
    3.39 41.9 0.7 2.04 18.5970       
0      730  2.85 25.5 0.7 2.05 18.8095 75 0.41 0.06 
    2.85 25.6 0.7 2.04 18.8095       
0      670  2.45 13.7 0.7 2.04 19.1055 75 0.21 0.04 
    2.45 13.7 0.7 2.04 19.1055       
0  OFF  2.02 0.0 0.0 2.02 20.1970 75 0.00 0.00 
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Table A.18. FI = 23-2 data from test performed on 2/16/17. 
Sump 
Pumps 
Used 
Pump 
Speed  
Upstream 
Tower 
Reading, 
H1 
Upstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h1 
Downstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h2 
Downstream 
Tower 
Reading, H2 
Stilling 
Well 
Height, B 
Water 
Temperature 
Hydraulic 
Gradient, i 
Discharge 
Velocity, v 
- RPM ft cm cm ft in °F - cm/s 
0        990  5.00 90.9 1.1 2.06 17.5480 51 1.46 0.39 
    5.00 90.9 1.2 2.06 17.5480       
0        990  5.00 90.9 1.3 2.06 17.2860 51 1.46 0.30 
    5.00 90.9 1.2 2.06 17.2980       
0        920  4.57 77.8 1.1 2.05 17.8130 51 1.25 0.22 
    4.57 77.9 1.0 2.05 17.8130       
0        860  4.01 60.5 1.0 2.05 17.9625 51 0.97 0.20 
    4.01 60.5 0.9 2.05 17.9705       
0        800  3.47 44.1 0.9 2.05 18.0935 51 0.70 0.17 
    3.47 44.1 0.9 2.05 18.1185       
0        740  2.96 29.0 0.9 2.05 18.2575 51 0.46 0.15 
    2.96 29.1 0.9 2.05 18.2885       
0        690  2.60 17.8 0.9 2.04 18.4810 51 0.27 0.12 
    2.60 17.8 0.8 2.04 18.4815       
0        630  2.23 6.6 0.8 2.04 18.9080 51 0.09 0.06 
    2.23 6.5 0.8 2.04 18.9180       
0  OFF  2.02 0.0 0.0 2.02 20.1970 51 0.00 0.00 
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Table A.19. FI = 39-1 data from test performed on 7/15/16. 
Sump 
Pumps 
Used 
Pump 
Speed  
Upstream 
Tower 
Reading, H1 
Upstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h1 
Downstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h2 
Downstream 
Tower 
Reading, H2 
Stilling 
Well 
Height, B 
Water 
Temperature 
Hydraulic 
Gradient, i 
Discharge 
Velocity, v 
- RPM ft cm cm ft in °F - cm/s 
0      930  4.99 90.4 1.1 2.06 17.5755 76 1.46 0.29 
    4.99 90.5 1.1 2.06 17.5755       
0      860  4.34 70.8 0.9 2.06 17.8815 76 1.14 0.21 
    4.34 70.7 0.9 2.06 17.8815       
0      790  3.76 52.9 0.8 2.05 18.1640 76 0.85 0.15 
    3.76 52.9 0.8 2.05 18.1640       
0      730  3.27 38.3 0.8 2.05 18.4330 76 0.61 0.11 
    3.28 38.3 0.8 2.05 18.4330       
0      680  2.90 27.0 0.7 2.04 18.6200 76 0.43 0.09 
    2.90 27.1 0.7 2.05 18.6320       
0      640  2.62 18.5 0.7 2.05 18.8005 76 0.29 0.07 
    2.62 18.6 0.7 2.04 18.8005       
0  OFF  2.02 0.0 0.0 2.02 20.1970 76 0.00 0.00 
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Table A.20. FI = 39-2 data from test performed on 10/28/16. 
Sump 
Pumps 
Used 
Pump 
Speed  
Upstream 
Tower 
Reading, 
H1 
Upstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h1 
Downstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h2 
Downstream 
Tower 
Reading, H2 
Stilling 
Well 
Height, B 
Water 
Temperature 
Hydraulic 
Gradient, i 
Discharge 
Velocity, v 
- RPM ft cm cm ft in °F - cm/s 
0        950  5.00 90.2 1.1 2.05 17.7960 66 1.45 0.217 
    5.00 90.2 1.1 2.05 17.8080       
0        890  4.52 76.3 0.9 2.05 18.1585 66 1.23 0.137 
    4.53 76.3 1.0 2.05 18.1610       
0        890  4.49 75.3 0.9 2.05 18.1510 66 1.22 0.136 
    4.49 75.3 0.9 2.05 18.1620       
0        830  3.97 59.5 0.9 2.05 18.3935 66 0.96 0.100 
    3.98 59.5 0.9 2.05 18.3980       
0        770  3.45 43.5 0.8 2.04 18.5485 66 0.70 0.083 
    3.45 43.5 0.8 2.04 18.5695       
0        710  2.96 28.7 0.8 2.04 18.7630 66 0.46 0.063 
    2.96 28.7 0.8 2.04 18.7740       
0        650  2.51 14.9 0.8 2.04 18.9905 66 0.23 0.044 
    2.51 14.9 0.8 2.04 19.0305       
0        610  2.24 6.4 0.8 2.04 19.2555 66 0.09 0.028 
    2.24 6.4 0.8 2.04 19.2610       
0  OFF  2.02 0.0 0.0 2.02 20.1970 66 0.00 0.000 
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Table A.21. Sand data from test performed on 5/13/17. 
Sump 
Pumps 
Used 
Pump 
Speed  
Upstream 
Tower 
Reading, H1 
Upstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h1 
Downstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h2 
Downstream 
Tower 
Reading, H2 
Stilling 
Well 
Height, B 
Water 
Temperature 
Hydraulic 
Gradient, i 
Discharge 
Velocity, v 
- RPM ft cm cm ft in °F - cm/s 
0   1,240  5.00 90.8 0.7 2.04 18.4545 66 1.48 0.063 
    5.00 90.8 0.7 2.04 18.4545       
0   1,180  4.41 72.7 0.7 2.04 18.6150 66 1.18 0.050 
    4.41 72.7 0.7 2.04 18.6150       
0   1,150  4.03 61.3 0.7 2.04 18.7335 66 0.99 0.042 
    4.03 61.3 0.7 2.04 18.7335       
0   1,110  3.54 46.1 0.7 2.04 18.8975 66 0.74 0.032 
    3.54 46.1 0.7 2.04 18.8975       
0   1,070  3.04 31.4 0.6 2.04 19.0920 66 0.50 0.023 
    3.04 31.4 0.6 2.04 19.0895       
0   1,030  2.58 17.0 0.6 2.04 19.2970 66 0.27 0.016 
    2.58 17.0 0.6 2.04 19.3025       
0  OFF  2.02 0.0 0.0 2.02 20.1970 76 0.00 0.000 
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A.6 Clogged Filter Tests 
Table A.22. FI = 7.4-2 Clogged Filter head loss data from test performed on 1/31/17. 
Sump 
Pumps 
Used 
Pump 
Speed  
Upstream 
Tower 
Reading, H1 
Upstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h1 
Downstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h2 
Downstream 
Tower 
Reading, H2 
Stilling 
Well 
Height, B 
Water 
Temperature 
Piezometer  
Head 
Difference, 
Δh 
Flow, 
Q 
- RPM ft cm cm ft in °F in ft3/s 
2     3,450  5.00 90.6 8.5 2.29 8.6030 50 2.70 0.42 
    5.00 91.0 8.7 2.29 8.6465       
2     2,360  4.52 76.2 7.6 2.27 9.1965 50 2.25 0.36 
    4.52 76.3 7.8 2.27 9.2855       
2     1,610  4.00 60.4 6.9 2.24 9.9785 50 1.75 0.30 
    4.00 60.4 7.0 2.24 10.0720       
2        960  3.49 45.0 6.0 2.21 10.8205 50 1.28 0.25 
    3.49 45.0 6.1 2.21 10.8935       
1     1,260  3.04 29.9 5.0 2.18 12.0010 50 0.82 0.18 
    2.99 29.9 5.0 2.18 12.0445       
0     1,500  2.48 14.3 3.5 2.12 13.7415 50 0.36 0.10 
    2.48 14.4 3.5 2.12 13.7415       
0  OFF  2.02 0.0 0.0 2.02 20.1970 50 0.00 0.00 
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Table A.23. FI = 39-2 Clogged Filter head loss data from test performed on 11/1/16. 
Sump 
Pumps 
Used 
Pump Speed  
Upstream 
Tower 
Reading, 
H1 
Upstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h1 
Downstream 
Piezometer 
Reading, h2 
Downstream 
Tower 
Reading, H2 
Stilling 
Well 
Height, 
B 
Water 
Temperature 
Piezometer  
Head 
Difference, 
Δh 
Flow, 
Q 
- RPM ft cm cm ft in °F in ft3/s 
0                 1,200  5.00 90.7 2.3 2.10 15.0915 67 2.90 0.054 
    5.00 90.7 2.3 2.10 15.0915       
0                 1,100  4.54 76.9 2.3 2.09 15.3455 67 2.45 0.048 
    4.54 76.9 2.2 2.09 15.3455       
0                 1,000  4.04 61.4 2.1 2.06 15.6260 67 1.95 0.041 
    4.04 61.4 2.1 2.06 15.6185       
0                    900  3.56 46.8 2.0 2.08 15.9450 67 1.47 0.035 
    3.56 46.8 2.0 2.08 15.9330       
0                    800  3.12 33.5 1.9 2.07 16.3010 67 1.04 0.028 
    3.12 33.5 1.9 2.07 16.3020       
0                    660  2.57 16.9 1.5 2.06 17.0055 67 0.51 0.017 
    2.57 16.9 1.4 2.06 16.9945       
0                    600  2.36 10.8 1.3 2.05 17.4140 67 0.31 0.013 
    2.36 10.8 1.3 2.05 17.4155       
0  OFF  2.02 0.0 0.0 2.02 20.1970 67 0.00 0.000 
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A.7 Material Gradations 
Table A.24. Gradations of all clean ballast, fouled ballast, and sand samples. 
 Cumulative Percent Mass Passing (%) 
Sieve Size 
(in or No.) 
3 in 
2.5 
in 
2 in 
1.5 
in 
1 in 
3/4 
in 
1/2 
in 
3/8 
in 
No. 
4 
No. 
8 
No. 
16 
No. 
30 
No. 
40 
No. 
50 
No. 
100 
No. 
200 
Sieve Size 
(mm) 
75 63 50 37.5 25.4 19 12.5 9.5 4.75 2.38 1.19 0.60 0.42 0.30 0.149 0.075 
FI = 1.6 100 98.1 77.6 16.1 1.6 1.20 1.10 1.00 1.00 0.90 - - - - - 0.60 
FI = 3.1 100 100 97.4 87.3 42.9 15.4 3.00 2.50 1.80 1.60 -  - - - - 1.30 
FI = 7.4 - - 97.6 75.9 33.8 - 10.5 9.03 6.92 3.98 - - 1.03 - - 0.50 
FI = 14 - - - 80.5 45.2 - 19.4 16.4 11.8 9.84 - - 6.06 - - 2.36 
FI = 23 - 100 98.2 87.0 58.6 42.2 28.5 25.2 20.5 17.4 15.1 12.4 - 9.00 5.21 2.51 
FI = 39 - - - 100 91.3 65.0 39.0 33.0 24.0 22.0 - 19.0 18.5 - 17.0 15.0 
Sand - - - - - - - 100 98.5 81.8 64.5 - 37.4 - 4.29 1.35 
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 ETAPE COMPONENTS AND CODE 
B.1 eTape Components 
The following list includes all of the items required to outfit the UICHAP with an eTape 
sensor to digitally record the stilling well water level over time. 
 
Table B.1. Required eTape outfitting components. 
Component Quantity Total Cost 
5 in x 3 in Black Plastic Project Box 1  $        5.72 
Banana Plug Male & Female Pairs 3  $        7.66 
Arduino Uno 1  $      25.00  
Arduino A-B USB Cable 1  $        1.44 
Ethernet Cable 1  $        7.52 
24 in eTape 1  $      65.00  
 Grand Total: $     112.34 
 
 
Figure B.1. Photo of Ethernet cable that connects to the eTape and Arduino Uno in the 
project box which connects to a computer using a USB cable. 
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B.2 MATLAB eTape Code 
B.2.a Looped Sampling Code 
% Script for an Arduino to continuous loop sample a channel 
% 
% Created by Blake J. Landry, 2016 
% -------------------------- START CODE -------------------------------%% 
% Clear environmental workspace 
clear all;clc; close all; 
  
%% USER DEFINED PARAMETERS 
a = arduino('COM3','Uno'); 
samplingFreq=100; %Hz  (desired but might not happen) ~30 Hz for Arduino  
buf_len = 10000; 
limits = [0 5]; 
ChannelNum='A0'; % or ChannelNum=0%; (depending on Matlab version) 
  
%% Setup window 
flag_axes=0; 
if (~exist('h','var') || ~ishandle(h)) 
    h = figure(1); 
    myAxes= gca; 
    srcn=get(0,'ScreenSize'); 
    set(h, 'Position',[srcn(3)/4 srcn(4)/4 srcn(3)/2 srcn(4)/2]); 
    set(h,'UserData',1); 
end 
if (~exist('button','var')) 
    button = uicontrol('Style','togglebutton','String','Stop',... 
        'Position',[0 0 50 25], 'parent',h); 
    edit01 = uicontrol('Style','edit','String',num2str(samplingFreq),... 
        'Position',[125 0 100 25], 'parent',h); 
    label01 = uicontrol('Style','text','String','f_s [Hz] = ',... 
        'Position',[75 -5 50 25], 'parent',h); 
    label02 = uicontrol('Style','text','String','---',... 
        'Position',[srcn(3)/2-150 -5 200 25], 'parent',h); 
end 
samplingFreq=str2double(get(edit01,'String')); 
samplingDt=1/samplingFreq; 
         
%% Start plotting 
%  create plotting objects 
if flag_axes==0%(~exist('myAxes','var')) 
    titlehandle=title('Mean of signal = ---- V'); 
    index = 1:buf_len;  
    zeroIndex = zeros(size(index));  
    %zeroIndex = nan(size(index));  
    tcdata = zeroIndex; 
    timedata=zeroIndex; 
    %myAxes = axes('Xlim',[0 buf_len*samplingDt],'Ylim',limits); 
    xlim(myAxes,[0 buf_len]); 
    ylim(myAxes,limits); 
    grid on; 
    %hold on; 
    xlabel(sprintf('Last %g samples of %s ',buf_len, ChannelNum)) 
    ylabel('Voltage') 
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    %l=plot(timedata,tcdata,'-ob'); 
    l = line(index,[tcdata;zeroIndex]); 
    drawnow; 
    flag_axes=1; 
end 
%% Update the plot by updating the data 
%while ~isempty(findobj(allchild(groot), 'flat', 'type', 'figure', 'number', 
1)) 
ClockBase=clock; 
i=1;j=1; 
    while (get(button,'Value') == 0 ) 
        set(button,'String', 'Stop') 
        samplingFreq=str2double(get(edit01,'String')); 
        samplingDt=1/samplingFreq; 
        tc = readVoltage(a,ChannelNum); 
        ClockCurrent=clock; 
        ClockDT=etime(ClockCurrent,ClockBase); 
        tcdata = [tcdata(2:end),tc]; 
        timedata=[timedata(2:end),ClockDT]; 
        set(l,'Ydata',tcdata); 
        %set(label02,'string',num2str(tc)) 
        set(label02,'string',[num2str(mean(tcdata(end-
samplingFreq:end),'omitnan')),'(@ ',num2str(1/mean(diff(timedata(end-
samplingFreq:end)),'omitnan')),'Hz)']) 
        set(titlehandle,'string', sprintf('Mean of signal = %g 
V',mean(tcdata,'omitnan'))) 
        %set(l,'Ydata',tcdata,'Xdata',timedata); 
        %if i>=buf_len*samplingDt 
        %    set(myAxes, 'Xlim',[buf_len*samplingDt*j 
buf_len*samplingDt*(j+1)]) 
        %    j=j+1; 
        %    i=0; 
        %end 
        drawnow; 
        %i=i+1; 
        %disp(clock) 
        pause(samplingDt); 
    end  
    set(button,'String', 'Done') 
%    set(button,'String', 'Restart') 
%    pause(1) 
%end 
timedata=timedata(~isnan(timedata)); 
tcdata=tcdata(~isnan(tcdata)); 
M=[timedata',tcdata']; 
dlmwrite([datestr(now,'yyyy-mm-dd_HHMMSS'),'.txt'],M) 
disp('Ended by User') 
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B.2.b Main Script Code 
clc 
clear all 
%% 
% Save the serial port name in comPort variable. 
%comPort = '/dev/tty.usbmodem411'; 
comPort='com4'; 
%%  
% It creates a serial port object by calling the function "setupSerial" 
  
if(~exist('serialFlag','var')) 
    [arduino,serialFlag] = setupSerial(comPort); 
end 
  
%% 
% Time to create our plot window in order to visualize data collected  
% from serial port readings 
  
if (~exist('h','var') || ~ishandle(h)) 
    h = figure(1); 
    set(h,'UserData',1); 
end 
  
if (~exist('button','var')) 
    button = uicontrol('Style','togglebutton','String','Stop',... 
        'Position',[0 0 50 25], 'parent',h); 
end 
  
%% 
% Data plotting:  
% 1) Creating the plotting elements 
%    After creating a system of two axis, a line object  
%    for the data will be created 
if(~exist('myAxes','var')) 
    buf_len = 50; 
    index = 1:buf_len;  
    zeroIndex = zeros(size(index));  
    tcdata = zeroIndex; 
    limits = [15 50]; 
    myAxes = axes('Xlim',[0 buf_len],'Ylim',limits); 
    grid on; 
    l = line(index,[tcdata;zeroIndex]); 
    drawnow; 
end 
% 2) Update the plotting elements based on reading the sensor 
mode = 'R'; 
while (get(button,'Value') == 0 ) 
    tc = readTemp(arduino,mode); 
    tcdata = [tcdata(2:end),tc]; 
    set(l,'Ydata',tcdata); 
    drawnow; 
    pause(1); 
end 
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%fclose(arduino); 
%close(h) 
  
% To remember: when you are satisfied with your measurement click on the  
% "stop" button in the bottom left corner of the figure. Now you have to 
% close the serial object "Arduino" using the command "fclose(arduino)", 
% and close the h figure typing "close(h)". Now in "tcdata" variable you 
% have your real time data.  
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B.2.c Setup Serial Code 
function[obj,flag] = setupSerial(comPort) 
% It accept as the entry value, the index of the serial port 
% Arduino is connected to, and as output values it returns the serial  
% element obj and a flag value used to check if when the script is compiled 
% the serial element exists yet. 
  
%Platform   Serial Port Constructor 
%Linux 64   serial('/dev/ttyS0'); 
%Mac OS X 64    serial('/dev/tty.KeySerial1'); 
%Windows 64 serial('com1'); 
  
flag = 1; 
% Initialize Serial object 
obj = serial(comPort); 
set(obj,'DataBits',8); 
set(obj,'StopBits',1); 
set(obj,'BaudRate',9600); 
set(obj,'Parity','none'); 
fopen(obj); 
a = 'b'; 
while (a~='a')  
    a=fread(obj,1,'uchar'); 
end 
if (a=='a') 
    disp('Serial read'); 
end 
fprintf(obj,'%c','a'); 
mbox = msgbox('Serial Communication setup'); uiwait(mbox); 
fscanf(obj,'%u'); 
end 
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B.2.d Read Temp Code 
function [output] = readTemp(s,command) 
% Serial send read request to Arduino 
fprintf(s,command);   
  
% Read value returned via Serial communication  
output = fscanf(s,'%f'); 
  
end 
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B.2.e Estimate Best Sampling Rate Code 
function [RecommendedSamplingFreq, 
UsingNumPts]=EstimateBestSamplingRate(varargin) 
% Function purpose: 
%   to estimate Sampling Rate for given number of samples, and wave period 
% 
% EXAMPLES: 
% 1) dataout=EstimateBestSamplingRate(2048,2.63, 500, 3) 
%       for 2048 samples and a waveperiod of 2.63sec 
%       maximum sampling rate of 500 Hz and resolve upto 3 harmonics 
%    output for this case is that--> dataout = RecommendedSamplingFreq 
% 
% 2) dataout=EstimateBestSamplingRate(2048,2.63) 
% 
%  Created by Blake J. Landry, 2010 
%  code used in WaveAR publication   
%  reference for WaveAR article in Computers and Geoscience 
%    http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cageo.2012.04.001 
%  Also, WaveAR code availible at http://hdl.handle.net/2142/30838 
% -------------------------- START CODE -------------------------------%% 
%USER DEFINED HARDSET PARAMETERS 
if (nargin==4) 
    maxsensorfreq=varargin{3}; 
    numharm=varargin{4}; 
    fprintf('Max Sensor limit = %g Hz  (user input )\n',maxsensorfreq) 
    fprintf('Number of harmonic to resolve = %g  (user input)\n',numharm) 
elseif (nargin==0 || nargin>=4) 
    prompt = {'Number of Samples, n :',... 
        'Period of Signal to Sample, T [s]:',... 
        'Maximium sampling frequency, fs_max [Hz]:',... 
        'Number of harmonics to resolve: ',... 
        }; 
    dlg_title = 'Estimate Good Sampling Rate'; 
    num_lines = 1; 
    if nargin>=5 %assume populate with user provided defaults 
        def = 
{num2str(varargin{1}),num2str(varargin{2}),num2str(varargin{3}),num2str(varar
gin{4})}; 
    else 
        def = {'2048','2.63','25','3'}; 
    end 
    answer = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,def); 
    plotflag=1; 
    INPUTFlag=1; 
    varargin{1}=str2double(answer{1}); 
    varargin{2}=str2double(answer{2}); 
    maxsensorfreq=str2double(answer{3}); 
    numharm=str2double(answer{4}); 
else 
    maxsensorfreq=14; %Hz, default sensor upper limit 
    numharm=3; 
    fprintf('Max Sensor limit = %g Hz  (hardcoded)\n',maxsensorfreq) 
    fprintf('Number of harmonic to resolve = %g  (harcoded)\n',numharm) 
end 
% Set number of decimal places to check timeseries intervals 
decimal2check=4; 
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dchk=10^decimal2check; 
if (nargin==1) % string data to load file 
    datatemp=load(varargin{1}); 
    timeseries=datatemp(:,1); 
    dataseries=datatemp(:,2:end); 
    plotflag=1;% ploting on 
    INPUTFlag=2; 
elseif (nargin==2) && (numel(varargin{1})==1) 
    plotflag=1; 
    INPUTFlag=1;%assumes input 1 [number of points] and input 2 [period] 
elseif (nargin==2) && numel(varargin{1})>1 
    plotflag=1; 
    INPUTFlag=2; %assumes input 1 [time vector]; input 2 [vector of data] 
    timeseries=varargin{1}; % time series 
    dataseries=varargin{2}; % signal 
elseif (nargin==3) 
    datatemp=load([varargin{1},varargin{2}]); 
    timeseries=datatemp(:,1); 
    dataseries=datatemp(:,2:end); 
    INPUTFlag=2; 
    plotflag=varargin{3}; % control plotting 
elseif  (nargin==4) 
    plotflag=1; 
    INPUTFlag=1;%assumes input 1 [number of points] and input 2 [period] 
    maxsensorfreq=varargin{3}; 
    numharm=varargin{4}; 
end 
% Start on inputs 
switch  INPUTFlag 
    case 1 
        n=varargin{1}; % Number of sampling points 
        waveperiod=varargin{2}; % Known wave period 
        wavfreq=1/waveperiod; 
        fprintf('Entered wave period = %6.4f sec\n',waveperiod); 
        %User Defined harmonic set above on LINE 18 
        %frequency of the above harmonic (based on primary) is 
        freqnharm=2*(numharm)*wavfreq; 
        %Based on Nyquist frequency, we should sample at least twice that 
        minsamplingfreq=2*freqnharm; 
        fprintf('Min sampling for %g harmonics is %6.4g 
Hz\n',numharm,minsamplingfreq) 
        %First check to see if data needs to be resampled 
        powern=[1:1:20]'; 
        N=2.^powern; %integer number based on 2^n 
        Nwaves=N; 
        nCurtemp=N((N<=n)); 
        nCur=nCurtemp(end); 
        i=find(N==nCur); 
        fsamp=nCur./(waveperiod.*Nwaves); 
        TimeNeeded=[nCur./fsamp]; %sec 
        marksL(fsamp>=0,:)=' '; 
        marksL((fsamp<=maxsensorfreq)&(fsamp>=minsamplingfreq),:)='>'; 
        disp(' ') 
        fprintf('---------- Complete List (#points2sample = %g) ----------
\n',nCur) 
        fprintf('">" = GOOD values, between %g Hz and  %g 
Hz\n',minsamplingfreq, maxsensorfreq) 
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        disp('-----------------------------------------------------------') 
        disp('  # of Waves   Sampling Frequency[Hz]   Time2sample[min]') 
        for j=1:numel(N) 
            fprintf(' %s %8.0f          %s %8.5f       %s 
%8.2f\n',marksL(j),N(j),marksL(j),fsamp(j),marksL(j),TimeNeeded(j)/60) 
        end 
        RecommendedSamplingFreq=max(fsamp(fsamp<=maxsensorfreq)); 
        if isempty(RecommendedSamplingFreq) 
            disp(' NO matching frequencies in the Bounds (Max freq and Number 
of Harmonics') 
            RecommendedSamplingFreq=nan; 
        else 
            disp('-----------------------------------------------------------
') 
            fprintf('Recommended Sample Frequency = %8.4f 
Hz\n',RecommendedSamplingFreq) 
            fprintf('Using number of sample points = %g\n',nCur) 
        end 
        UsingNumPts=nCur; 
    case 2 
        numberofsamples=numel(timeseries); 
        NumberofDataSets=size(dataseries,2); % number of data in 
        for NC=1:NumberofDataSets 
            % determine the sampling frequency 
            datSampleDt=diff(timeseries); 
            datSampleFreq=unique(round((1./datSampleDt)*dchk)/dchk); 
            if numel(datSampleFreq)>1 
                disp('Error in sampling rate TOO manny!!!!!') 
                fprintf('Choices from = %8.6f\n',datSampleFreq); 
                datSampleFreq=input('ENTER value to use.... [Hz] = '); 
            end 
            datSampleDt=[]; 
            datSampleDt=1/datSampleFreq; 
            fprintf('Data sampling rate = %6.4f [sec]\n',datSampleFreq); 
            % Compute the real period (uses double check) 
            
[EstimatedDataT1]=zGetWavePeriodDOUBLECHECKm(timeseries,dataseries,1); 
            if numel(EstimatedDataT1)>1 
                format long 
                fprintf('Choices from = %8.6f\n',1./EstimatedDataT1); 
                EstimatedDataF=input('ENTER value to use.... [Hz] = '); 
                EstimatedDataT1=[]; 
                EstimatedDataT1=1/EstimatedDataF; 
                format short 
            end 
            waveperiod=EstimatedDataT1; 
            wavefreq=1/waveperiod; 
            %User Defined harmonic set above on LINE 18 
            %frequency of the above harmonic (based on primary) is 
            freqnharm=2*(numharm)*wavefreq; 
            %Based on Nyquist frequency, we should sample at least twice that 
            minsamplingfreq=2*freqnharm; 
            fprintf('Min sampling for %g harmonics is %6.4g 
[Hz]\n',numharm,minsamplingfreq) 
            %First check to see if data needs to be resampled 
            %    (compare datSampleDt to what comes from 2^n) 
            powern=[1:1:20]'; 
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            N=2.^powern; %integer number based on 2^n 
            Nwaves=N; 
            % Check time 
            oft=0; % or 1  % really we should use 1 (but as only as we 
compare apples to apples we can use 0) 
            TOTALtime=datSampleDt*(numberofsamples-oft);% TOTAL time based on 
sampling rate 
            numberofwavesTimeLimted=N(((N-oft).*waveperiod)<=TOTALtime); 
            %Match to power of 2^n and use that value (ensure 2^n) 
            is=powern(N<=numberofsamples); 
            ns=N(N<=numberofsamples); 
            %Now we will cycle reducing the number of points as we progress 
            stopflag=0;c=0; 
            while (c<=numel(ns)-1) && (stopflag~=1) 
                iCur=is(end-c); 
                nCur=ns(end-c); 
                fsamp=nCur./(waveperiod.*Nwaves); 
                TimeNeededonFreq=[(nCur-oft)./fsamp]; % based on frequency 
                AvailFreqs=fsamp(TimeNeededonFreq<=TOTALtime); %only samples 
rates work for this number of waves 
                marksL(fsamp>=0,:)=' '; 
                
numaval=sum((fsamp<=maxsensorfreq)&(fsamp>=minsamplingfreq)&(TimeNeededonFreq
<=TOTALtime)); 
                
avalIND=(fsamp<=maxsensorfreq)&(fsamp>=minsamplingfreq)&(TimeNeededonFreq<=TO
TALtime); 
                
marksL((fsamp<=maxsensorfreq)&(fsamp>=minsamplingfreq)&(TimeNeededonFreq<=TOT
ALtime),:)='>'; 
                disp(' ') 
                fprintf('--------- Complete List (Cycle =%g,  # points =%g) -
------------------\n',c+1,nCur) 
                fprintf('">" = GOOD values, between %g Hz and  %g Hz (hard 
coded))\n',minsamplingfreq, maxsensorfreq) 
                disp('----------------------------------------------------') 
                disp('  # of Waves   Sampling Frequency[Hz]   
Time2sample[min]') 
                for j=1:numel(fsamp) 
                    fprintf(' %s %8.0f          %s %8.5f       %s 
%8.2f\n',marksL(j),Nwaves(j),marksL(j),fsamp(j),marksL(j),TimeNeededonFreq(j)
/60) 
                end 
                RecommendedSamplingFre=max(fsamp(avalIND)); 
                if isempty(RecommendedSamplingFre) 
                    disp(' NO matching frequencies in the Bounds (Max freq 
and Number of Harmonics') 
                    
disp('_______________________________________________________________________
_') 
                    RecommendedSamplingFre=nan; 
                else 
                    disp('---------------------------------------------------
-') 
                    fprintf('Recommended Sample Frequency = %8.4f 
[Hz]\n',RecommendedSamplingFre) 
                    fprintf('Using # sample points = %g \n',nCur) 
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                end 
                c=c+1; 
                if numaval>=1 
                    stopflag=1; 
                end 
            end 
            RecommendedSamplingFreq(NC)=RecommendedSamplingFre; 
            UsingNumPts(NC)=nCur; 
        end 
end 
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B.2.f Timed Sampling Code 
% Script for an Arduino to sample a channel for a specified amount of time 
% 
% Created by Blake J. Landry, 2016 
% -------------------------- START CODE -------------------------------%% 
% Clear environmental workspace 
clear all;clc;close all; 
  
%% USER DEFINED PARAMETERS 
a = arduino('COM5','Uno'); 
samplingTime=30;%sec 
limits = [0 5]; 
ChannelNum='A0'; % or ChannelNum=0%; (depending on Matlab version) 
samplingFreq=50; %Hz  (desired but might not happen) ~30 Hz for Arduino  
  
% ETAPE calibration variables   
% equation is on line 116 [depthval=EtapeM*mean(tcdata) + EtapeB] 
EtapeM=4.9624; 
EtapeB=0.1311; 
  
%% Setup window 
if (~exist('h','var') || ~ishandle(h)) 
    h = figure(1); 
    srcn=get(0,'ScreenSize'); 
    set(h, 'Position',[srcn(3)/4 srcn(4)/4 srcn(3)/2 srcn(4)/2]); 
    set(h,'UserData',1); 
end 
if (~exist('button','var')) 
    button = uicontrol('Style','togglebutton','String','Stop',... 
        'Position',[0 0 70 40], 'parent',h); 
    lbl_time = uicontrol('Style','text','String',' sec',... 
        'Position',[40 45 50 25], 'parent',h); 
    edt_time= uicontrol('Style','edit','String',num2str(samplingTime),... 
        'Position',[0 50 50 25], 'parent',h); 
    edit01 = uicontrol('Style','edit','String',num2str(samplingFreq),... 
        'Position',[125 0 100 25], 'parent',h); 
    label01 = uicontrol('Style','text','String','f_s [Hz] = ',... 
        'Position',[75 -5 50 25], 'parent',h); 
    label02 = uicontrol('Style','text','String','---',... 
        'Position',[srcn(3)/2-150 -5 200 25], 'parent',h); 
     chkbox = uicontrol('Style','checkbox','Value',0,... 
        'Position',[0 70 70 40], 'parent',h); 
end 
samplingFreq=str2double(get(edit01,'String')); 
samplingDt=1/samplingFreq; 
samplingTime=str2double(get(edt_time,'String')); 
NumSamples=ceil(samplingFreq*samplingTime); 
buf_len=NumSamples;    
  
%% Start plotting 
%  create plotting objects 
if(~exist('myAxes','var')) 
    index = 1:buf_len;  
    %zeroIndex = zeros(size(index));  
    zeroIndex = nan(size(index));  
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    tcdata = zeroIndex; 
    timedata=zeroIndex; 
    myAxes = axes('Xlim',[0 samplingTime],'Ylim',limits); 
    grid on; 
    hold on; 
    xlabel('Time (sec)') 
    ylabel('Voltage (V)') 
    l=plot(timedata,tcdata,'-ob','MarkerEdgeColor','r',... 
    'MarkerFaceColor','r'); 
    drawnow; 
end 
% Update the plot by updating the data 
keeplooping=1; 
set(button,'Value',1); 
set(button,'String', 'Start') 
while keeplooping==1; 
    ClockBase=clock; 
    ClockDT=0; 
    i=1; 
    while (get(button,'Value') == 0 )&& ClockDT<=samplingTime 
        set(button,'String', 'Stop') 
        samplingTime=str2double(get(edt_time,'String')); 
        samplingFreq=str2double(get(edit01,'String')); 
        samplingDt=1/samplingFreq; 
        tc = readVoltage(a,ChannelNum); 
        ClockCurrent=clock; 
        if i==1 
            ClockBase=ClockCurrent; 
            xlim(myAxes,[0 samplingTime]); 
        end 
        ClockDT=etime(ClockCurrent,ClockBase); 
        tcdata=[tcdata(2:end),tc]; 
        timedata=[timedata(2:end),ClockDT]; 
        %set(l,'Ydata',tcdata); 
         
        set(label02,'string',[num2str(tc),'(@ ',num2str(1/diff(timedata(end-
1:end))),'Hz)']) 
        set(l,'Ydata',tcdata,'Xdata',timedata); 
        drawnow; 
        %i=i+1; 
        %disp(clock) 
        pause(samplingDt); 
        i=i+1; 
        keeplooping=0; 
    end 
    %set(button,'String', 'Restart') 
    pause(0.5) 
end 
timedata=timedata(~isnan(timedata)); 
tcdata=tcdata(~isnan(tcdata)); 
M=[timedata',tcdata']; 
file2save2=[datestr(now,'yyyy-mm-
dd_HHMMSS'),'_dur',num2str(samplingTime),'sec.txt']; 
dlmwrite(file2save2,M) 
  
set(button,'Value', 1); 
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set(button,'String', 'DONE') 
disp('Ended by User') 
disp('_________________') 
  
% Etape sensor calibration equation 
depthval=EtapeM*mean(tcdata) + EtapeB; %in  (calibration) 
fprintf('RAW signal:\n  Mean = %g Volts \n  Depth = %g inches (%g cm) \n', 
mean(tcdata),depthval, 2.54*depthval) 
  
  
%% Extra code to check for wave heights and amplitudes (if needed) 
%[pks2,locs2,w2,p2]=findpeaks(mean(tcdata)-tcdata); 
%[pks,locs,w,p]=findpeaks(tcdata); 
%plot(timedata,tcdata,'-b.') 
%gcf;hold on; 
%plot(timedata(locs),tcdata(locs),'ob') 
%plot(timedata(locs2),tcdata(locs2),'og') 
%allt=[timedata(locs), timedata(locs2)]; 
%allv=[tcdata(locs),tcdata(locs2)]; 
%[tvals,ind]=sort(allt); 
%vvals=allv(ind); 
%H=mean(abs(diff(vvals))); 
%a=H/2; 
%fprintf('  Height = %g V and amplitude= %g v\n', H, a) 
  
  
%% Optional signal processing (using FFT) 
if get(chkbox,'Value') 
    fprintf('----------------------------\n') 
    d=dlmread(file2save2); 
    %d=dlmread('2016-06-08_150726_dur30sec.txt'); 
    t=d(:,1);  v=d(:,2); 
    f_est=floor(1/mean(diff(t))); 
    T_est = 1/f_est;   % Sampling period 
    L = numel(t);      % Length of signal 
    t = (0:L-1)*T_est; % Time vector 
    Y = fft(v); 
    P2 = abs(Y/L); 
    P1 = P2(1:L/2+1); 
    P1(2:end-1) = 2*P1(2:end-1); 
    f = f_est*(0:(L/2))/L; 
    figure(2);hold on 
    plot(f,P1,'b--'); 
    title('Single-Sided Amplitude Spectrum of S(t)') 
    xlabel('f (Hz)') 
    ylabel('|P1(f)|') 
     
    %%[pks,locs,w,p]=findpeaks(P1); 
    [vv,ii]=max(P1(2:end)); 
    ii=ii+1; 
    f_signal_measured=f(ii); 
    T_signal_measured=1/f_signal_measured; 
     
    fprintf('Raw Signal: \n  Total sampling time = %g sec\n',samplingTime); 
    fprintf('  Mean sampling rate, fs = %g Hz\n',f_est) 
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    fprintf('Estimated signal:\n  T = %g sec (f = %g Hz)\n', 
T_signal_measured, f_signal_measured); 
    fprintf('  amplitude = %g V\n',vv) 
    fprintf('  mean = %g V\n',P1(1)) 
     
    %[RecommendedSamplingFreq, 
UsingNumPts]=EstimateBestSamplingRate(1024,T_signal_measured, f_est, 2) 
    nwaves=32; 
    fs_new=nwaves/T_signal_measured; 
    nrange=[0:20]; 
    TimeNeeded=2.^(nrange)/fs_new; 
    n=max(nrange(TimeNeeded<=samplingTime)); 
    NewSamplingTime=2.^(n)/fs_new; 
    fprintf('----------------------------\n') 
    fprintf('NEW estimates:\n'); 
    fprintf('  fs_new = %g Hz\n',fs_new) 
    fprintf('  new time required = %g sec (%g %% of 
data)\n',NewSamplingTime,NewSamplingTime/samplingTime*100) 
     
    dt_new=1/fs_new; 
    Lnew = 2^n; 
    tnew = (0:Lnew-1)*dt_new; 
    vnew=interp1(t,v,tnew,'spline'); 
    Ynew = fft(vnew); 
    P2new = abs(Ynew/Lnew); 
    P1new = P2new(1:Lnew/2+1); 
    P1new(2:end-1) = 2*P1new(2:end-1); 
    f_new = fs_new*(0:(Lnew/2))/Lnew; 
    figure(2);hold on 
    plot(f_new,P1new,'r') 
    title('Single-Sided Amplitude Spectrum of S(t)') 
    xlabel('f (Hz)') 
    ylabel('|P1(f)|') 
     
    legend({'raw','resampled'}) 
    disp('___________________________________________') 
    [RecommendedSamplingFreq, 
UsingNumPts]=EstimateBestSamplingRate(Lnew,T_signal_measured , f_est, 3); 
     
end 
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 SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 
C.1 Theoretical Head Loss between Piezometers 
These calculations use typical test values that for the UICHAP and show the theoretical 
head loss (hf) that occurs between both UICHAP piezometers which are separated by a 
distance of 76 cm (30 in). 
 
The head loss through a pipe due to friction is defined by the Darcy-Weisbach equation: 
 
ℎ𝑓 =
𝑓𝐿𝑉2
𝐷2𝑔
 
 
where f is the friction factor and must be found using the Moody diagram 
L is the length between the piezometers = 30 𝑖𝑛 = 1.5 𝑓𝑡 
V is the flow velocity =
𝑄
𝐴
=
0.178
𝑓𝑡3
𝑠
1 𝑓𝑡2
= 0.178
𝑓𝑡
𝑠
 
D is the hydraulic diameter = 4𝑅ℎ = 4 (
𝐴
𝑃
) = 4 (
1 𝑓𝑡2
4×1 𝑓𝑡
) = 1 𝑓𝑡 
g is the gravitational acceleration constant = 32.2
𝑓𝑡
𝑠2
  
 
To find the friction factor, f, using the Moody Diagram, the Reynolds number, Re, and 
relative roughness, ks/D, must be determined first. Reynolds number is defined as: 
 
𝑅𝑒 =
𝑉𝐷
𝜈
 
 
where V is the flow velocity = 0.178
𝑓𝑡
𝑠
 
D is the hydraulic diameter= 1 𝑓𝑡 
ν is the kinematic viscosity= 1.113 × 10−5
𝑓𝑡2
𝑠
 at a water temperature of 64° F 
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𝑅𝑒 =
0.178
𝑓𝑡
𝑠 (1 𝑓𝑡)
1.113 × 10−5
= 15,991 
 
A typical equivalent sand roughness for steel is 𝑘𝑠 = 0.00015 𝑓𝑡, making the relative 
roughness: 
 
𝑘𝑠
𝐷
=
0.00015 𝑓𝑡
1 𝑓𝑡
= 0.00015 𝑓𝑡 
 
Now using the Reynolds number and relative roughness values in the Moody Diagram, 
a friction factor of 0.027 is obtained as shown in Figure C.1. 
 
Figure C.1. Moody Diagram plotting friction factor versus Reynolds number and 
relative roughness (Munson et al. 2013, 430). 
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The head loss due to friction can now be calculated:  
 
ℎ𝑓 =
𝑓𝐿𝑉2
𝐷2𝑔
=
0.027(1.5 𝑓𝑡) (0.178
𝑓𝑡
𝑠 )
2
1 𝑓𝑡(2) (32.2
𝑓𝑡
𝑠2
)
= 3.99 × 10−5 𝑓𝑡 = 4.78 × 10−4 𝑖𝑛 = 0.012 𝑚𝑚 
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C.2 Hydraulic Gradient 
The hydraulic gradient across the ballast sample was calculated using the head 
measurements taken at each piezometer. The head loss due to the clean filters and grates 
was then subtracted off from the measured piezometer head difference. The corrected 
head difference was then divided by the length of the ballast sample (2.0 ft) to obtain the 
hydraulic gradient across the ballast. The following sample calculation is for the FI=7.4-2 
tests’ highest flow rate of 0.037 ft3/s. 
 
The piezometer readings for the given flow rate were 
 
Upstream piezometer, ℎ1 = 91.0 𝑐𝑚 
Downstream piezometer, ℎ2 = 2.0 𝑐𝑚 
 
The total head difference across the ballast sample box is therefore equal to  
 
∆ℎ𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ℎ1 − ℎ2 = 91.0 𝑐𝑚 − 2.0 𝑐𝑚 = 89.0 𝑐𝑚 
∆ℎ𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 89.0 𝑐𝑚 ×
1 𝑖𝑛
2.54 𝑐𝑚
×
1 𝑓𝑡
12 𝑖𝑛
= 2.92 𝑓𝑡 
 
The overall hydraulic gradient used to find the leakage flow for calculating the 
discharge velocity in Appendix C.3 was calculated as 
 
𝑖𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
∆ℎ𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝐿
=
2.92 𝑓𝑡
2.0 𝑓𝑡
= 1.46 
 
Equation (3.11) was then used to subtract off the head losses due to the clean filters and 
grates from the total head difference. To obtain the appropriate head loss values to 
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subtract off, the relationship found by the tests described in Section 3.2.7 and the results 
of which are shown in Figure 3.29 was used: 
 
∆ℎ𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 + ∆ℎ𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 = 48.906𝑄
2 + 20.196𝑄 
 
where Q is only the flow passing through the sample (calculated in Appendix C.3) 
 
𝑄 = 0.035 
𝑓𝑡3
𝑠
 
 
∆ℎ𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 + ∆ℎ𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 = 48.906 (0.035 
𝑓𝑡3
𝑠
)
2
+ 20.196 (0.035 
𝑓𝑡3
𝑠
) = 0.77 𝑖𝑛  
 
∆ℎ𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 + ∆ℎ𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 = 0.77 𝑖𝑛 ×
1 𝑓𝑡
12 𝑖𝑛
= 0.064 𝑓𝑡  
 
This is the head loss across both clean filters and both grates. Now this value can be 
subtracted from the total head difference using Equation (3.11) to find the head loss across 
the ballast sample only. 
 
∆ℎ = ∆ℎ𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − ∑ ∆ℎ𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒,𝑖 + ∆ℎ𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟,𝑖 = 2.92 𝑓𝑡 − 0.064 𝑓𝑡 = 2.86 𝑓𝑡 
 
∆ℎ = 2.86 𝑓𝑡 
 
Finally, the hydraulic gradient across only the ballast is calculated as: 
 
𝑖 =
∆ℎ
𝐿
=
2.86 𝑓𝑡
2.0 𝑓𝑡
= 1.43 
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C.3 Discharge Velocity 
The discharge velocity for each test is calculated by first measuring the flow rate using 
the v-notch weir then subtracting off any flow from leaks bypassing the sample box (very 
small). The leak corrected flow is then divided by the cross-sectional area of the ballast 
sample which is 0.938 ft2, to obtain the discharge velocity, v. This is then converted to a 
values with the units of cm/s. The following sample calculation is for the FI=7.4-2 test’s 
highest measured flow rate of 0.037 ft3/s with an overall hydraulic gradient = 1.46 
(hydraulic gradient sample calculations are shown in Appendix C.2). 
 
Two stilling well measurements, B, were taken at a high and low value and are both 
15.8795 in because the water level was not oscillating at this low of a flow rate. The 
average is then found 
 
𝐵 =
15.8795 𝑖𝑛 + 15.8795 𝑖𝑛
2
= 15.8795 𝑖𝑛 
 
The height of water above the v-notch weir can now be found using Equation (3.8) 
 
𝐻 = 𝐴 − 𝐵 = 20.1970 𝑖𝑛 − 15.8795 𝑖𝑛 = 4.32 𝑖𝑛 
𝐻 = 4.32 𝑖𝑛 ×
1 𝑓𝑡
12 𝑖𝑛
= 0.36 𝑓𝑡 
 
Now the measured flow rate can be calculated using Equation (3.7) 
 
𝑄𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 2.534 tan(10°)√(𝐻 − 0.00893 𝑓𝑡)
5
 
𝑄𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 2.534 tan(10°)√(0.36 𝑓𝑡 − 0.00893 𝑓𝑡)
5
= 0.037 
𝑓𝑡3
𝑠
 
𝑄𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 0.037 
𝑓𝑡3
𝑠
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The leakage flows bypassing the ballast sample box must now be subtracted from the 
measured flow rate. The appropriate leakage flow rate, QLeaks, is found by using the 
relationship found after conducting the leakage flow tests (Section 3.2.5): 
 
𝑄𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠 = 0.0015 × 𝑖𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 0.0015 × 1.46 = 0.00219 
𝑓𝑡3
𝑠
 
𝑄𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠 = 0.00219 
𝑓𝑡3
𝑠
 
𝑄 = 𝑄𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝑄𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠 = 0.037
𝑓𝑡3
𝑠
− 0.00219 
𝑓𝑡3
𝑠
= 0.035 
𝑓𝑡3
𝑠
 
 
The discharge velocity is now calculated as  
 
𝑣 =
𝑄
𝐴
=
0.035 
𝑓𝑡3
𝑠
0.938 𝑓𝑡2
= 0.037 
𝑓𝑡
𝑠
 
 
𝑣 = 0.037 
𝑓𝑡
𝑠
×
12 𝑖𝑛
1 𝑓𝑡
×
2.54 𝑐𝑚
1 𝑖𝑛
= 1.13
𝑐𝑚
𝑠
 
 
𝑣 = 1.13
𝑐𝑚
𝑠
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C.4 Void Contaminant Index (VCI) 
The Void Contaminant Index for the FI=7.4 ballast samples is shown below beginning 
with Equation (4.6): 
 
𝑉𝐶𝐼 =
𝑉𝑓
𝑉𝑣𝑏
=
𝑀𝑓
𝐺𝑠𝑓𝜌𝑤
𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 −
𝑀𝑏
𝐺𝑠𝑏𝜌𝑤
× 100 
 
Since the samples were sieved before testing the exact masses of fouling material and 
clean ballast were known to be 𝑀𝑓 = 7,816.9 g and 𝑀𝑏 = 78,760.3 g however these could 
also be calculated using the densities given in Table 3.1 and the gradations given in Table 
A.24 knowing that the ballast sample box is 2 ft3 (0.0566 m3). For example, the percent 
passing the 3/8 in. (9.5 mm) sieve for the FI=7.4 ballast is 9.03% and the density is 15.0 
kN/m3. The mass of fouling material is thus  
 
𝑀𝑓 =
15.0
𝑘𝑁
𝑚3
×
1,000 𝑁
1 𝑘𝑁 ×
1,000 𝑔
1 𝑘𝑔
9.81
𝑚
𝑠2
× 0.0566 𝑚3 × 9.03% = 7,815 𝑔 
 
The specific gravities are also provided in Table 3.1 and for the FI=7.4 ballast Gs = 2.55. 
Therefore the resulting VCI is  
 
𝑉𝐶𝐼 =
𝑉𝑓
𝑉𝑣𝑏
=
𝑀𝑓
𝐺𝑠𝑓𝜌𝑤
𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 −
𝑀𝑏
𝐺𝑠𝑏𝜌𝑤
× 100 =
7,816.9 𝑔
2.55 (1,000,000 
𝑔
𝑚3 ⁄ )
0.0566 𝑚3 −
78,760.3 𝑔
2.55 (1,000,000 
𝑔
𝑚3 ⁄ )
× 100 
 
𝑉𝐶𝐼 = 11.9%  
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 GEOSYNTHETIC FILTER DESIGN 
The geosynthetic filter used in this study was chosen based on geotextile filter criteria 
developed by Giroud (2010) which has four components that need to be satisfied: 
permeability, retention, porosity, and thickness. The calculations and methodology for 
each one as they relate to this study are shown below. 
 
D.1 Permeability Criterion 
Giroud states that the permeability of the filter must fulfill the equation 
 
𝑘𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 ≥ max (𝑘𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 and 𝑘𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙) 
 
The maximum gradient possible in the UICHAP is 1.5. The value used for permeability 
was 2.5 cm/s as this was what Selig and Waters (1994) provides as the top of the range for 
moderately clean ballast. Therefore the permeability criteria was 
 
𝑘𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 ≥ max (2.5
𝑐𝑚
𝑠
 and 2.5
𝑐𝑚
𝑠
× 1.5) 
 
𝑘𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 ≥ max (2.5
𝑐𝑚
𝑠
 and 3.75
𝑐𝑚
𝑠
) 
 
𝑘𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 ≥ 3.75
𝑐𝑚
𝑠
 
 
The permeability of the Carthage Mills FX-80HSE filter was calculated using the 
permittivity value, Ψ, and filter thickness, t, provided in the data sheet (Carthage Mills 
2017): 
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𝑘𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 = Ψ𝑡 = 1.26
1
𝑠
× 0.23 𝑐𝑚 = 0.29
𝑐𝑚
𝑠
 
 
D.2 Retention Criterion 
The retention criteria stipulates that the apparent opening size of the filter must be less 
than or equal to a certain value depending on the gradation, uniformity, and density of 
the soil. 
Giroud’s retention criteria require a soil that is continuously graded or not gap 
graded. Ballast happens to be an extremely segregated aggregate that is gap graded so 
without any modifications to the ballast gradation, this method would not work. It was 
decided however, that since the objective was to retain the fouling material, that the filter 
would then be designed to retain this portion of the ballast gradation. All ballast samples 
tests that used the filter during permeability testing (all except FI = 1.6 and FI = 3.1) 
therefore had their gradation truncated at 3/8 in (9.5 mm) and only the portion of the 
gradation finer than this size was used for Giroud’s retention criteria procedure. 
 Giroud first approximates each gradation (now truncated) with a line and has the 
user determine linear particle sizes 𝑑100
′  and 𝑑0
′  so that the linear coefficient of uniformity 
can be calculated (Figure 0.1): 
 
𝐶𝑢
′ = √
𝑑100
′
𝑑0
′  
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Figure D.1. Giroud’s (2010) demonstration of soil gradation approximated by line. 
This procedure was carried out for each ballast sample that used the filter during 
permeability testing and is shown in Figure D.2 – Figure D.5. 𝑑85
′  was also found during 
this step for a future calculation. All values are tabulated in Table D.1. 
 
Figure D.2. Truncated FI = 7.4 ballast gradation and linear fit line used to find linear 
particle sizes. 
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Figure D.3. Truncated FI = 14 ballast gradation and linear fit line used to find linear 
particle sizes. 
 
Figure D.4. Truncated FI = 39 ballast gradation and linear fit line used to find linear 
particle sizes. 
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Figure D.5. Sand gradation and linear fit line used to find linear particle sizes. 
After calculating the linear coefficient of uniformity, the filter opening size was calculated 
assuming (conservatively) all samples would have a loose relative density: 
 
𝑂𝐹 =
9𝑑85
′
(𝐶𝑢′ )1.7
 
 
The results of these calculations for each ballast sample and sand are shown in Table D.1. 
Table D.1. The linear gradation particle sizes, linear coefficient of uniformity, and 
maximum allowed opening size of the filter for each ballast sample and sand. 
 d'0 d'85 d'100 C'u O'F 
 mm mm mm - mm 
FI = 7.4 0.40 6.00 9.50 4.9 3.66 
FI = 14 0.03 11.00 30.00 31.6 0.28 
FI = 23 0.04 4.30 9.50 15.4 0.37 
FI = 39 0.00 28.00 200.00 1,000.0 0.002 
Sand 0.11 3.00 5.00 6.7 1.05 
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The apparent opening size of the Carthage Mills FX-80HSE geotextile was 0.18 mm so of 
the tests conducted, the only one it did not theoretically meet the requirements of was the 
FI = 39 ballast. 
 
D.3 Porosity Criterion 
The porosity criteria is required to ensure that flow is not concentrated into certain areas 
on the filter, which could cause soil particle displacement and clogging of the filter. 
Therefore the porosity of nonwoven filters must be larger than or equal to 0.55. The 
porosity of a nonwoven filter can be calculated as 
 
𝑛 = 1 −
𝜇
𝜌𝑡
 
 
where 𝜇 is the mass per unit area of the geotextile, 𝜌 is the density of the fiber material, 
and t is the thickness of the geotextile. The mass and thickness terms were provided by 
the filter’s data sheet, however the density of the fiber material had to be found from an 
external source. According to creativemechanisms.com polypropylene plastic has the 
specific gravity of 0.91. Using this, the fiber density was calculated as 
 
𝐺 =
𝜌
𝜌𝑤
 
 
𝜌 = 𝐺𝜌𝑤 = 0.91 × 1,000
𝑘𝑔
𝑚3
= 910 
𝑘𝑔
𝑚3
 
 
Now the porosity of the filter can be calculated as  
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𝑛 = 1 −
𝜇
𝜌𝑡
≥ 0.55 
 
𝑛 = 1 −
0.271 
𝑘𝑔
𝑚2
910 
𝑘𝑔
𝑚3
× 0.0023 𝑚
= 0.87 ≥ 0.55 
 
Therefore the FX-80HSE filter passed the porosity criterion. 
 
D.4 Thickness Criterion 
The thickness criterion is designed to make sure there are enough constrictions created 
by the filter fibers to stop soil particles from passing completely through the filter. Giroud 
found that if a soil particle has to pass through at least 25 constrictions, the likelihood that 
at least one of them will stop the soil particle is sufficiently high. The number of 
constrictions in a filter can be calculated as 
 
𝑁 =  
𝜇
𝜌𝑑√1 − 𝑛
 
 
where 𝜇 is the mass per unit area of the geotextile, 𝜌 is the density of the fiber material, 
and n is the porosity of the geotextile, and d is the diameter of the fibers making up the 
filter. All of these variable were known except for d, however it was able to be calculated 
from another equation provided by Giroud by solving for d: 
 
𝑂𝐹
𝑑
=
1
√1 − 𝑛
− 1 +
10𝑛
(1 − 𝑛)𝑡
𝑑
 
 
𝑂𝐹 =
𝑑
√1 − 𝑛
− 𝑑 +
10𝑛𝑑2
(1 − 𝑛)𝑡
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𝑂𝐹 =
10𝑛𝑑2
(1 − 𝑛)𝑡
+
𝑑
√1 − 𝑛
− 𝑑 
 
This is a quadratic equation, so if the knowns are plugged in, the solutions (d) of the 
function can be found, of which one is the correct value for the diameter of the filter 
fibers. The knowns are 𝑛 = 0.87, t = 0.0023 m, and OF = 0.00018 m. Plugging these in the 
equation is now 
 
0.00018 𝑚 =
10(0.87)𝑑2
(1 − 0.87)0.0023 𝑚
+
𝑑
√1 − 0.87
− 𝑑 
 
The solutions of the quadratic equation are: 
 
𝑑 = −0.000114826 𝑚 
𝑑 = 0.0000538746 𝑚 
 
The negative solutions makes no realistic sense so the fiber diameters are 53.9 μm. The 
number of constrictions within the filter can now be found. 
 
𝑁 =  
𝜇
𝜌𝑑√1 − 𝑛
= 𝑁 =  
0.271 
𝑘𝑔
𝑚2
 
910 
𝑘𝑔
𝑚3
× 0.0000539 𝑚 √1 − 0.87
= 15.3 constrictions ≤ 25 
 
Therefore the Carthage Mills FX-80HSE did not pass the thickness criterion. 
